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CONSTRAINING THE FORMATION HISTORY OF THE GALACTIC DISK

AND HALO SYSTEMS THROUGH KINEMATIC STUDIES OF METAL-POOR

STARS

Abstract

by

Sarah E. Dietz

The analyses presented in this work all fall under the umbrella term “Galactic

archaeology”, the sub-field of astronomy dedicated to reconstructing the assembly

and chemical-evolution history of the Galaxy. The following chapters chart a journey

through the Milky Way, from the disk system to the stellar halo and the outskirts

of the Galaxy, identifying stellar chemo-dynamical patterns that may shed light on

the complex mechanisms involved in forming these components. In particular, I use

metal-poor stars, and their close associates, carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP)

stars, throughout my analyses as tracer populations (or stellar “fossils”) to map

features of interest. In the thick-disk, I identify two unusual CEMP populations, and

describe their potential implications for the history of the disk system, potentially

supporting a separable metal-weak thick-disk (MWTD) component. In the halo, I

compare two CEMP-based methods for verifying the inner- and outer-halo separation,

and cover the recent changes to our understanding of the halo following the release

of high-precision astrometry from the Gaia satellite. At the outskirts of the halo, I

present evidence of an asymmetric metallicity gradient within this region, and discuss

its implications for the complex accretion history of the outer-halo component.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: GALACTIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Researching the history of our Universe from our limited vantage point within it is

a complex undertaking. Information on even the planets inside our own Solar System

can be immensely difficult to obtain, let alone estimations on the ages, masses, and

compositions of stars thousands of light-years away and galaxies billions of light-years

from our own. Despite this, astronomers across various sub-fields have developed

methods to accumulate a wealth of data on the planets, the stars, and the Universe

at large.

The main components of the Milky Way, as we understand it today, consist of a

central bulge, a disk system (with a “thin” and “thick” component), a halo system

(with an “inner” and “outer” component), and a dark-matter halo, as shown in the

lower panel of Figure 1.1. The upper panel of Figure 1.1 contains, for contrast, a

schematic of the Galaxy from Herschel (1785). Our understanding of the Milky Way

has evolved dramatically in the ∼200 years since this figure was produced, a result

of both the progresses made in the field of physics and ever-improving observational

technologies.

The analyses presented in this work concern the area of “Galactic archaeology”:

the scientific effort to reconstruct the formation history and chemical evolution of

the Milky Way’s components, in order to better understand the past and present

Universe. This field has progressed rapidly in the past century, and with it so has our

understanding of the structure and history of our Galaxy; some of the most notable

findings are outlined below.
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Figure 1.1. Top: Diagram of the Milky Way (with the Sun near the center)
from Herschel (1785). Bottom: Diagram of the Milky Way, with key
Galactic components and features highlighted, from Frebel (2018).
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In the early 1950s we see the first recognition of the now-ubiquitous metal-poor

star phenomenon (Chamberlain and Aller 1951; see Section 1.1), and even the first

hints of the carbon-enhancement signature now strongly associated with this category

(Schwarzschild and Schwarzschild 1950; see Section 1.2). Eggen et al. (1962) famously

attempted a reconstruction of the Galactic assembly history, positing a “monolithic

collapse” scenario, with only ∼200 data points—a history challenged by the accretion-

based model of Searle and Zinn (1978), who used a similarly small number of globular

clusters in their analyses. The 1980s saw the introduction of the thick-disk component,

first formally proposed by Yoshii (1982) and confirmed by Gilmore and Reid (1983),

who demonstrated the need for an additional disk component when constructing

Galactic density models. The existence of a further, and perhaps even more ancient,

disk component was later suggested by Morrison et al. (1990), the so-called metal-

weak thick-disk (MWTD). Ibata et al. (1994) provided the scientific community with

a stellar example of galactic accretion in real-time by identifying the ongoing tidal

disruption of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. The long-established ancient stellar halo

was shown by Carollo et al. (2007) to contain both an inner and outer (counter-

rotating) component, a dichotomy which had been suggested by previous analyses

(e.g., Norris 1994) but not yet formally recognized.

Even more recently, a new era of “big data astronomy” is dawning. Thirty years

ago, the launch of the Hipparcos satellite produced a catalog of high-precision as-

trometric data for ∼100,000 stars (Perryman et al., 1997); today, the Gaia space

telescope provides high-quality astrometry for some billion objects within the Milky

Way (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018). This data, in combination with chem-

ical abundance measurements from massive surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky

Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic

Telescope (LAMOST; Zhao et al. 2012) survey, or SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey

(SMSS; Keller et al. 2007), provides unprecedented insight into the history of our
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Galaxy. The Gaia data releases have birthed more discoveries than can briefly be

mentioned here, among them: the massive Gaia-Enceladus/Gaia Sausage inner-halo

progenitor, the Sequoia galaxy that formed a large portion of the outer-halo, the

Splashed Disk, and so on.1

Through Galactic archaeology we aim to improve our understanding of the stars,

our Galaxy, and the early Universe. In this work I utilize a combination of precise,

Gaia-sourced stellar kinematics and both spectroscopic and photometric chemical

abundances to analyze the behaviors of stellar populations in the disk and halo sys-

tems of our Galaxy, beginning with the thick-disk system in Chapter 3, then moving

into the dual halo in Chapter 4, finally traveling to the outer edges of the Milky Way

in Chapter 5. In each of these chapters I examine the chemo-dynamical traits of

various stellar populations to help constrain the assembly histories of these Galactic

components. Below, I give an overview of a topic key to all following chapters: the

role of metal-poor stars in Galactic archaeology.

1.1 Metal-Poor Stars as Stellar Fossils

In astronomy, all elements heavier than hydrogen and helium are commonly re-

ferred to as “metals”. The sole elemental by-products of the Big Bang were hydrogen,

helium, and a minuscule amount of lithium; today, the Universe is still largely com-

prised of hydrogen and helium, but heavier elements have since been synthesized by

stars via a variety of nucleosynthetic processes, and spread into the Universe through

mechanisms including stellar winds and supernova explosions.

The first generation of stars in the Universe were born from pristine natal clouds

of hydrogen and helium—these are referred to as “Population III” stars (subsequent

1For more on the history of Galactic archaeology, the properties of the main Galactic components,
and recent breakthroughs in the field, see the reviews by Beers and Christlieb (2005), Frebel and
Norris (2015), and Helmi (2020), which were instrumental in constructing the brief outline included
above.
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generations of stars are divided into two age tiers: Population II immediately follows

Population III, while Population I refers to more recently-born stars like our Sun).

These gas clouds could not fragment easily due to the limited cooling mechanisms

available in the early Universe, creating massive stars that burned through their

available fuel quickly and died explosively, seeding nearby gas clouds with the new

elements synthesized in their cores, including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and iron. Be-

cause these massive stars were so short-lived, we are not able to observe them directly

(if there exist any lower-mass, long-lived Pop. III stars, we have not yet discovered

them). But the metals ejected by these stars into the Universe, in particular car-

bon and oxygen, provided new and more-efficient cooling pathways, allowing the gas

clouds they polluted to more easily fragment into smaller parts. From these clouds

a second generation of lower-mass, more long-lived stars was born. These ancient

objects retain the traces of the first stars’ chemical fingerprints, and we may still be

able to observe some of them today.

From this cycle of stellar processing, the Universe becomes more and more metal-

rich over time, with each successive generation of stars being born from a natal gas

cloud containing more metals than its predecessors’. This “stellar inheritance” that

enriches younger stars with the fruits of their predecessors’ labor makes metallic-

ity a useful tracer of stellar age. More precise means of stellar dating, for exam-

ple, through radioactive elemental abundances, require time-intensive high-resolution

spectroscopic measurements, which are not realistic for large data-sets. Instead, as-

tronomers use relative iron abundance as a benchmark for metal enrichment and for

age as a whole, as iron lines are one of the most easily measured heavy elements in

stellar spectra.

The formalism used to express stellar abundance is [A/B]≡ log10(NA/NB)∗ −

log10(NA/NB)�, where NA and NB are the number densities of atoms of element A

and element B, measured for the star in question ((NA/NB)∗) compared to the Sun
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TABLE 1.1

METALLICITY NOMENCLATURE

[Fe/H] Term Acronym

> +0.5 super metal-rich SMR

∼ 0.0 solar metallicity —

< −1.0 metal-poor MP

< −2.0 very metal-poor VMP

< −3.0 extremely metal-poor EMP

< −4.0 ultra metal-poor UMP

< −5.0 hyper metal-poor HMP

< −6.0 mega metal-poor MMP

< −7.0 septa metal-poor SMP

< −8.0 octa metal-poor OMP

< −9.0 giga metal-poor GMP

Table of stellar metallicity nomenclature (and

corresponding acronyms), adapted from Beers and

Christlieb (2005).

((NA/NB)�), our most well-measured star. Stellar metallicity with respect to the Sun

is then given as [Fe/H]. We refer to low-metallicity stars as “metal-poor”, defined by

the criteria [Fe/H] < −1.0. Table 1.1 summarizes the nomenclature used to define

the subsequent varying degrees of ever-lower metallicity present in different stars.

The first generation of stars, Pop. III, would be made up of zero-metallicity stars

([Fe/H] = −∞). Pop. I contains younger, more metal-enriched stars like our Sun.

Pop. II consists of the aforementioned second generation of stars—these would be

created from natal clouds enriched by Pop. III supernovae (SNe), and posses much
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lower metallicities than Pop. I stars. The ideal method of investigating the nature of

Pop. III stars, and thus the nature of the early Universe, would be to measure them

directly, but our next best option is to study their descendants, the Pop. II stars.

Metal-poor stars have been widely recognized as “fossils” of the earliest generation

of stars in the Universe and as important tracers of the assembly history of our

Galaxy—many of the key discoveries in Galactic archaeology outlined at the start

of this chapter included analyses of metal-poor stars and the metallicity distribution

functions (MDFs) of various stellar populations. In particular, the most metal-poor

stars are likely to be among the most ancient, possibly even true second-generation

stars (e.g., Beers and Christlieb, 2005; Frebel and Norris, 2015; Hansen et al., 2016a;

Hartwig et al., 2018). Discerning the origins of different metal-poor populations in

the Milky Way is crucial for understanding when, where, and how different Galactic

components formed.

1.2 Carbon-Enhanced Metal-Poor (CEMP) Stars

It has been observed that a significant fraction of metal-poor stars exhibit an

enhancement in carbon relative to iron—they contain more carbon than they could

have synthesized themselves during their lifetimes, considering their current stage of

stellar evolution.2 The more metal-poor a star is, the more likely it is to be carbon-

enhanced (e.g., Lee et al. 2013; Placco et al. 2014; Yoon et al. 2018; see Figure 1.2),

leading to the classification of a new category of interest: carbon-enhanced metal-poor

(CEMP; [C/Fe]> +0.7) stars.

A variety of possible explanations for this carbon-enhancement phenomenon have

2A note on evolutionary stages: Placco et al. (2014) developed a useful set of carbon evolutionary
corrections to take into account the surface carbon-abundance depletion expected to occur in the
upper red giant branch (RGB)—these should be applied to any CEMP data-sets containing giants
prior to analyses. I have provided a script in Appendix A.2.1, useful for preparing large data-sets of
stars to be processed for correction, which can be used on any system with the Placco et al. (2014)
program installed.
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Figure 1.2. Cumulative CEMP fractions over metallicity; figure from Yoon
et al. (2018). The black dots represent fractions calculated by Lee et al.

(2013). The green lines represent fractions for the AEGIS sample
introduced in Yoon et al. (2018) (see Chapter 3 for an introduction to the
AEGIS data-set). The solid green line indicates estimates made using the

evolutionary carbon corrections developed by Placco et al. (2014). The
green shaded area represents the one-sigma Wilson proportion confidence

interval for these frequencies (Wilson, 1927). The dashed green line denotes
the original, uncorrected estimates.

been posited. For example, a metal-poor star with a binary companion on the asymp-

totic giant branch (AGB) stage of evolution could acquire some of its partner’s surface

carbon via binary mass transfer—this is indeed the case with some CEMP stars, as

noted in the section below. The more interesting (from a Galactic archaeology stand-

point) explanation is that some of these stars inherited their excess carbon from a

previous generation of stars. As many CEMP stars are potential Pop. II candidates,

this chemical signature could be directly linked to the properties of the first stars.
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This first-star link is undergoing continuous investigation. The enhanced [C/Fe]

ratio could, as some studies suggest, be produced by faint SNe of Pop. III stars—

these (relatively) lower-energy explosions would preferentially eject lighter elements

like carbon into the interstellar medium over heavier elements like iron. Other ex-

planations include stellar winds from massive spin-stars or inhomogeneous cooling of

natal gas clouds. Our search for the origin of CEMP stars is made no less complicated

by the fact that multiple progenitors are likely responsible for the CEMP signature.

This possibility is supported by the presence of several sub-classes of CEMP stars,

outlined below.

1.2.1 CEMP Sub-Classes: Neutron-Capture Signatures

CEMP stars can be further separated into several sub-groups, based on their en-

hancements, or lack of enhancements, of elements associated with neutron-capture

processes (see Table 1.2). CEMP-s and CEMP-r stars exhibit over-abundances of

elements associated with the slow neutron-capture process (s-process) and rapid

neutron-capture process (r-process), respectively. CEMP-r/s stars exhibit over-abun-

dances associated with both the s-process and the r-process,3 while CEMP-no stars

exhibit no strong over-abundances of elements associated with neutron-capture pro-

cesses.

Lucatello et al. (2005), and later Hansen et al. (2016b), showed that a significant

fraction of CEMP-s stars occur in binary pairs—most CEMP-s stars likely acquire

their excess carbon and their s-process enhancements from a more evolved AGB

binary companion. The AGB star is able to synthesize its s-process elements and

carbon, which reach surface through dredge-up events and may then be donated to

3Some studies suggest the CEMP-r/s elemental abundance pattern is a product of the inter-
mediate neutron-capture process (i-process), and so the CEMP-r/s category should be renamed as
“CEMP-i” (Hampel et al., 2016).
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TABLE 1.2

CEMP CRITERIA

Class Criteria

CEMP-s [Ba/Fe]> +1.0, [Ba/Eu]> +0.5

CEMP-r [Eu/Fe]> +1.0

CEMP-r/s 0.0 <[Ba/Eu]< +0.5

CEMP-no [Ba/Fe]< 0.0

Required criteria for CEMP sub-classes (in addi-

tion to the [Fe/H]< −1.0, [C/Fe]> 0.7 criteria required

for all CEMP stars). Table adapted from Beers and

Christlieb (2005).

its companion (Ostlie and Carroll, 1996; Ryan and Norton, 2010). But this mass-

transfer scenario does not fit all categories of CEMP stars—Hansen et al. (2015) and

Hansen et al. (2016a) found that CEMP-r and CEMP-no stars do not preferentially

occur in binaries. For these sub-classes it remains a viable explanation that the excess

carbon they display was contained in their natal clouds prior to their formation—the

chemical fingerprint of the first stars.

1.2.2 CEMP Sub-Classes: Groups I, II, III

We can understand more about the origins of these CEMP sub-classes through

the CEMP group morphology presented in Yoon et al. (2016). Traditionally, high-

resolution spectroscopy is used to provide accurate estimates for the barium and

europium abundances needed to sort CEMP stars into the sub-classes outlined above.

Yoon et al. (2016) found that CEMP-no and CEMP-s membership can be determined

using only absolute carbon abundance, A(C), defined by A(C) = log ε(C) = log

(NC/NH) + 12, where N indicates the number density of each species. They showed
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that CEMP-no stars are mainly found at A(C)≤ 7.1 while CEMP-s and CEMP-r/s

stars are mainly found at A(C)> 7.1.4 They categorized the CEMP-s and CEMP-r/s

stars as “Group I”. CEMP-no stars appear to populate at least two separate regions

in A(C)-[Fe/H] space, leading the authors to propose two separate classifications,

Group II and Group III, for the CEMP-no sub-class, as seen in Figure 1.3.

The physical explanation behind the separation between Groups II and III is not

yet fully understood, though a variety of possible scenarios have been suggested. For

example, Chiaki et al. (2017) posit that this separation may represent a transition

from dust cooling dominated by carbon grains (Group III) to dust cooling dominated

by silicate grains (Group II). The more efficient silicate grain cooling would create

more low-mass, long-lived stars (hence the well-populated Group II region), while the

less efficient carbon grain cooling would create fewer stars, but with higher carbon

abundances. Yoon et al. (2019) investigated the link between CEMP-no stars in the

Galactic halo and those observed in external dwarf galaxies (widely acknowledged

as candidate “building blocks” of the outer-halo), finding Group III to be preferen-

tially associated with ancient, ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies, while Group II was

found in both UFDs and the (relatively) more massive and chemically evolved dwarf

spheroidal (dSph) category. Just as the origin of CEMP stars as a whole is still being

explored, our understanding of this Group II/Group III dichotomy is continuously

evolving and may undergo significant revision in the coming years.

The various sub-classes of CEMP stars detailed above serve as useful tracers of

different Galactic populations. As theorists work to better understand the progeni-

tors responsible for these different chemical signatures, observational astronomers use

these differences to make inferences about Galactic components based on their CEMP

sub-class ratios. Studies of this nature can be used to draw connections or distinctions

4Note that this division can vary for different luminosity classes.
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Figure 1.3. Scatter diagram of A(C) vs. [Fe/H] from Yoon et al. (2016)
(caption adapted from original text). Blue and red open circles represent
CEMP-s/rs stars and CEMP-no stars, respectively. Black dotted lines
indicate the locations of the carbon peaks, based on a two-component
Gaussian fit to the A(C) distribution. The black solid line provides a

reference at [C/Fe] = +0.7. The shaded histogram in the top margin shows
the metallicity distribution of the full sample. The shaded histogram in the
right margin is the corrected A(C) distribution (includes the Placco et al.
2014 corrections); the green unfilled histogram is the “as reported” A(C)
distribution. The black dashed line in the A(C) histogram represents the

midpoint of the A(C) peaks, used for separation of CEMP-s/rs stars from
CEMP-no stars. A typical error bar for the sample considered is shown at

the bottom left.

between Galactic components, identify evidence of past mergers, constrain Galactic

formation scenarios, and more.
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1.3 This Work, in Brief

In this work I use metal-poor stars and CEMP stars, in tandem with high-precision

Gaia astrometry, to explore chemical and kinematic patterns within the disk and

halo systems of our Galaxy, in order to constrain the formation histories of these

components.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of stellar kinematics, which is key in identifying

tracer populations, and descriptions of the kinematic methods and programs used in

subsequent analyses. Chapter 3 presents a set of CEMP populations within the thick-

disk system, focusing on these stars’ implications for the evolution of the disk region

and whether they support the case for the MWTD as a component distinct from

the canonical thick-disk. Chapter 4 tackles the dual-halo, following two approaches

for separating the inner- and outer-halo, as well as changes to our understanding of

the halo’s history following Gaia DR2. Chapter 5 continues the study of the halo

to its observational outskirts, presenting evidence for an asymmetrical metallicity

gradient in the outer-halo and its potential implications for the formation history of

the outermost parts of our Galaxy. Finally, Chapter 6 provides an abridged summary

of all major results, including a brief discussion on the current and future state of

Galactic archaeology.
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CHAPTER 2

KINEMATICS

Figure 2.1 provides the reader with a simple yet effective picture regarding the role

of stellar kinematics within Galactic archaeology. The metal-poor and CEMP stellar

“fossils” introduced in the previous chapter can be used as tracer populations to track

the Milky Way’s formation history, if we are able to accurately discern which larger

Galactic populations (i.e., which Galactic components) they belong to. This chapter

provides an introduction to basic kinematic concepts, parameters, and derivations

used throughout this work. Section 2.1 outlines the necessary observed quantities

required to derive a star’s position and full-space motion. Section 2.2 presents several

useful transformations and derivations. Section 2.3 introduces the primary Galactic

potential used in this work.

I have included any stellar kinematic codes mentioned here in Appendix A.2 and

made them publicly available via GitHub (astrodietz/stellar kinematics).

2.1 Observed Quantities

2.1.1 Position

A star’s observed position in the “equatorial system” is given by its location on

the celestial sphere, as shown in Figure 2.2. “Right ascension” (α, range: 0◦ to

360◦) gives its displacement along the celestial equator from the vernal equinox (Υ in

Figure 2.2), while “declination” (δ, range: −90◦ to +90◦) indicates its displacement
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of Milky Way stellar kinematics from Chiappini
(2001). Includes example orbits characteristic of thin-disk, thick-disk, and

halo stars. Directions of velocity components U , V , and W within the
Galactic reference frame (see Section 2.2) are shown in the lower left-hand

corner.

along the hour circle drawn from the celestial equator through the celestial poles.

Position-related coordinate transformations are included in Section 2.2.

2.1.2 Velocity

The three orthogonal velocity components astronomers measure in order to ac-

quire the full-space motion for a star are radial velocity (vr) and proper motion (in

two directions: α and δ). Radial velocity is a measure of a star’s motion along the ob-

server’s line of sight, and can be calculated via the Doppler shift in a star’s spectrum.

By measuring the shift, ∆λ, between the rest-frame wavelength (λ0) and observed

wavelength of a spectral feature, an estimate for the radial velocity can be made using

the relation vr = c∆λ/λ0, where c = 3× 105 km s−1 is the speed of light.
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Figure 2.2. The celestial sphere and the equatorial coordinate system. Υ
marks the vernal equinox, used as the zero-point for right ascension. The

celestial equator, encircling the shaded area, marks the zero-point for
declination. The south celestial pole (SCP) has a declination of −90◦, and

the north celestial pole (NCP) has a declination of +90◦.

Proper motion (µ) describes a star’s motion across the celestial sphere in the

direction of α (µα) or δ (µδ), often given in milli-arcseconds per year (mas yr−1), and

must be obtained over the course of multiple observations.

Velocity-related coordinate transformations are included in Section 2.2.
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2.1.3 Distance

The final observed quantity required for stellar kinematic analyses is distance, d.

The distances used in this work are derived either astrometrically or photometrically.

Astrometric distances are derived using parallaxes, such as those provided by the

Gaia survey (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016). A parallax describes the change in

apparent position of a star when observed at two different vantage points (at two

different points in the Earth’s orbit, see Figure 2.3). The trigonometric relation

between this angle (p) and the distance is:

tan p = 1 A.U./d, (2.1)

where 1 A.U. is one astronomical unit, the average Earth-Sun distance. As d� 1 A.U.

for all our observations, we can further simplify this equation using the small-angle

approximation.

d = 1 A.U./ tan p

' 1 A.U./ sin p

' 1 A.U./p

(2.2)

Note that, in the lines above above, p must be given in radians. A new unit of

distance is introduced for convenience: the parsec (∼ 3 × 1013 km), defined as the

stellar distance at which the measurements made at t1 and t2 (see Figure 2.3) will

produce a parallax of one arcsecond. Using units of parsecs and arcseconds for d and

p, Equation 2.2 can be expressed as d = 1/p.

It is worth noting here that the Gaia astrometric survey, used throughout this

work, has a systematic parallax bias, which should be considered prior to any analyses.

For consistency, I use the Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) treatment of the Gaia parallaxes

throughout this work. This method adopts a prior with a smoothly-varying Galactic
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Figure 2.3. A diagram illustrating the parallax-distance relation. The
positions within the Earth’s orbital path marked with t1 and t2 indicate

two separate observations of the same star, taken half a year apart
(separated by 2 A.U.). The observed position of the star on the celestial

sphere shifts by a total angle 2p between observations. The distance
between the Sun and the observed star is marked d.

length scale parameter to infer Gaia distances in a probabilistic manner.

When a parallax measurement is not available, a star’s distance can be estimated

photometrically. For a star of absolute (intrinsic) magnitude M and apparent (ob-

served) magnitude m, the distance d in parsecs to the star is given by:

m−M = 5 log(d)− 5, (2.3)
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where the term m−M is called the distance modulus. This work employs the process

outlined in Beers et al. (2000) for photometric distance estimates. The authors use

well-measured fiducial sequences (e.g., globular clusters) to create polynomial fits in

magnitude-color space for stars of different luminosity classes and metallicities. Stars

are then matched to the appropriate fit to estimate absolute magnitude, and thus the

distance modulus.

2.2 Transformations

Using the parameters outlined above, a star’s position and velocity can be trans-

formed, for convenience, to different reference frames and coordinate systems.

Figure 2.4. Left: the Galactic coordinate system, side view. Right: the
Galactic coordinate system, top view.

The Galactic reference frame gives a star’s position with respect to an equator
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aligned to the plane of the Milky Way. Coordinates are given in Galactic longitude

(l, range: 0◦ to 360◦) and latitude (b, range: −90◦ to +90◦), as indicated in Figure

2.4. The transformation between the two frames can be given most simply using

rotation matrices. We want to form a transformation matrix T, satisfying:


xgal

ygal

zgal

 = T


xequ

yequ

zequ

 . (2.4)

Some basic trigonometry can be applied to show:


xequ

yequ

zequ

 = d


cos δ cosα

cos δ sinα

sin δ

 , (2.5)


xgal

ygal

zgal

 = d


cos b cos l

cos b sin l

sin b

 , (2.6)

which allows us to rewrite Equation 2.4 as:


cos b cos l

cos b sin l

sin b

 = T


cos δ cosα

cos δ sinα

sin δ

 . (2.7)

For the following derivations, it is useful to define the angles αNGP, δNGP, and

θ0; αNGP and δNGP are the equatorial coordinates for the North Galactic Pole (NGP;

192.25◦, 27.4◦) and θ0 is the position of the North Celestial Pole with respect to the

circle passing through the NGP and the line marking l = 0◦.

The equatorial-Galactic coordinate transformation can be expressed through three
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successive rotations: a rotation about the z-axis (to shift the x-axis from its vernal

equinox zero-point to αNGP), a rotation about the y-axis (to align the z-axis with the

NGP), and a final rotation about the z-axis (to align the x-axis with the zero-point

of galactic longitude).

The general forms for (counter-clockwise) rotations about the y- and z-axes are

given by Equations 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.

Ry(θy) =


cos θy 0 − sin θy

0 1 0

sin θy 0 cos θy

 (2.8)

Rz(θz) =


cos θz sin θz 0

− sin θz cos θz 0

0 0 1

 (2.9)

T can then be expressed as R3(θ3)R2(θ2)R1(θ1). For the rotations described above,

θ1 = αNGP, θ2 = π/2− δNGP, and θ3 = π − θ0.

R1 =


cosαNGP sinαNGP 0

− sinαNGP cosαNGP 0

0 0 1

 (2.10)

R2 =


cos(π/2− δNGP) 0 − sin(π/2− δNGP)

0 1 0

sin(π/2− δNGP) 0 cos(π/2− δNGP)

 (2.11)

R3 =


cos(π − θ0) sin(π − θ0) 0

− sin(π − θ0) cos(π − θ0) 0

0 0 1

 (2.12)
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Combining the above,

T =


− cos θ0 sin δNGP cosαNGP − sin θ0 sinαNGP

− sin θ0 sin δNGP cosαNGP + cos θ0 sinαNGP

cos δNGP cosαNGP

− cos θ0 sin δNGP sinαNGP + sin θ0 cosαNGP cos θ0 cos δNGP

− sin θ0 sin δNGP sinαNGP − cos θ0 cosαNGP sin θ0 cos δNGP

cos δNGP sinαNGP sin δNGP

 .
(2.13)

From this, the Galactic coordinates l and b can be solved directly using:

cos b cos l = T00(cos δ cosα) + T01(cos δ sinα) + T02(sin δ), (2.14)

cos b sin l = T10(cos δ cosα) + T11(cos δ sinα) + T12(sin δ), (2.15)

sin b = T20(cos δ cosα) + T21(cos δ sinα) + T22(sin δ). (2.16)

Using an additional matrix, A, we can transform the observed velocity quantities

vr, µα, and µδ from the equatorial coordinate system to the Galactic coordinate

system (with velocity components U , V , W ). The observed full-space velocity vector

(vr, vα, vδ) can be rewritten as (vr, µαd, µδd). To convert from kpc mas yr−1 to km s−1,

we calculate a conversion factor, k.

k =
103 pc

1 kpc

1 as

103 mas

1 A.U.

1 pc as

1.496× 108 km

1 A.U.

1 yr

365 days

1 day

24 hr

1 hr

3600 sec

= 4.74 km yr kpc−1 mas−1 s−1

(2.17)

The velocity vector can now be written as (vr, µαkd, µδkd).

To find the Cartesian velocity components within the equatorial coordinate sys-

tem, we perform two rotations to align the observed velocity vectors with the x-, y-,

and z-axes: one counterclockwise rotation by δ about the y-axis followed by one coun-
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terclockwise rotation of 2π−α about the z-axis. Using the general rotation matrices

listed above (Equations 2.8 and 2.9), we can express the transformation matrix A as:

A =


cos(2π − α) sin(2π − α) 0

− sin(2π − α) cos(2π − α) 0

0 0 1




cos δ 0 − sin δ

0 1 0

sin δ 0 cos δ



=


cosα − sinα 0

sinα cosα 0

0 0 1




cos δ 0 − sin δ

0 1 0

sin δ 0 cos δ



=


cosα cos δ − sinα − cosα sin δ

sinα cos δ cosα − sinα sin δ

sin δ 0 cos δ

 .

(2.18)

Cartesian equatorial velocities can then be obtained with


vx,equ

vy,equ

vz,equ

 = A


vr

µαkd

µδkd

 , (2.19)

where the corresponding Galactic velocities are


U

V

W

 = T ·A


vr

µαkd

µδkd

 . (2.20)

The Galactic velocity vectors should be appropriately modified to take into ac-

count the Sun’s motion (v�) with respect to the local standard of rest (LSR); in the
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majority of this work I use v� = (−9, 12, 7) km s−1 (Mihalas, 1981).


ULSR

VLSR

WLSR

 =


U − 9 km s−1

V + 12 km s−1

W + 7 km s−1

 (2.21)

To express a star’s position and velocity with respect to a Galactocentric coor-

dinate system, we need to consider the Sun’s position with respect to the Galactic

center and the motion of the LSR with respect to the Galactic center. Although all

coordinate systems used in this chapter so far have been right-handed, by conven-

tion the Galactocentric coordinate frame is left-handed, with the +x-axis pointing

in the direction of the Galaxy’s anti-center. Practically, all that is needed is to in-

vert the sign of the x-components of the position and velocity vectors. Using R� =

8 kpc as the Sun’s distance from the Galactic center and vLSR = 220 km s−1 (Kerr and

Lynden-Bell, 1986) as the local rotation of the disk about the Galaxy’s center, we

can write: 
xgc

ygc

zgc

 =


−xgal

ygal + 8 kpc

zgal

 , (2.22)


vx,gc

vy,gc

vz,gc

 =


−ULSR

VLSR + 220 km s−1

WLSR

 . (2.23)

It can be most useful to express a star’s Galactocentric velocity vector in cylin-

drical coordinates as well. Starting with position coordinates R =
√
x2

gc + y2
gc and

φ = arctan(ygc/xgc), we can write:

vr = Ṙ =
xgcvx,gc + ygcvy,gc√

x2
gc + y2

gc

, (2.24)
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vφ = Rφ̇ =
xgcvy,gc − ygcvx,gc√

x2
gc + y2

gc

. (2.25)

The z-component of the Galactocentric cylindrical velocity is equal to the z-compo-

nent of the Galactocentric Cartesian velocity. Here I make note of some terminology

that will be used frequently in the following chapters: “prograde” motion refers to

vφ > 0 rotation about the Galactic center, and “retrograde” motion refers to vφ < 0

rotation about the Galactic center.

These transformations need not be calculated by hand, as they can easily be

computed in Python through the galpy galactic dynamics package (Bovy, 2015).

Appendix A.2.2.1 contains a “kinematic pipeline” program that reads in the observed

quantities listed in Section 2.1 and calls the necessary galpy functions to compute

the various positions and velocities derived above, in addition to providing orbital

parameters using the Galactic potential introduced below. This pipeline can process

values for large numbers of stars inputted in a CSV file format; I provide a shorter

example code stepping through the derivations shown above and their associated

galpy functions on GitHub.

2.3 The Galactic Potential

In order to extrapolate additional information about a star’s motion relating to

its orbital path, a model for the Galaxy’s potential must be adopted. In this work I

implement a version of the Fortran Galactic potential code used in Chiba and Beers

(2000), which I have updated to run in Python (see Appendix A.2.2.2). This code

adopts the analytic Stäckel potential developed by Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990),

consisting of a flattened, oblate disk and a nearly spherical massive halo. I use this

potential in part to more easily compare my results to previous literature findings

using the same potential.
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Figure 2.5. Rotation curve for the chosen Galactic model, image from
Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990). The short-dashed line indicates

contributions from the disk component, the long-dashed line indicates
contributions from the halo component, and the solid line gives their sum.

Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990) define a spheroidal coordinate system with com-

ponents (λ, φ, ν), where φ is the same angle used in a cylindrical coordinate system

(R, φ, z). Coordinates λ and ν are the roots of τ in the equation below.

R2

τ + α
+

z2

τ + γ
= 1 (2.26)

The potential, Ψ, takes the general form:

Ψ = −(λ+ γ)G(λ)− (ν + γ)G(ν)

λ− ν
. (2.27)

The gravitational term G(τ) is split into a disk component, GD, and a massive

halo component, GMH. The disk is modeled as a perfect oblate spheroid with mass
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MD = 9.0× 1010M�. The halo is an oblate model characterized by a density profile

ρ(0, z) ∝ 1/(z2 + c2), where c is a constant. See Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990) for

further details.

The Hamiltonian per unit mass can be expressed in terms of Ψ and the momenta

(pλ, pΦ, pν) as:

H ′ =
p2
λ

2P 2
+

p2
Φ

2R2
+

p2
ν

2Q2
+ Ψ(λ, ν), (2.28)

where P , R, and Q are the metric coefficients of the chosen coordinate system. The

coefficients P andQ are given below (R is the simply the radial cylindrical coordinate);

see Appendix A.1.1 for a full derivation.

P 2 =
λ− ν

4(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)
(2.29)

Q2 = − λ− ν
4(ν + α)(ν + γ)

(2.30)

The integrals of motion (useful orbital constants) for this potential are energy (E),

I2, and I3, where I2 = 1
2
L2
z and I3 is given by de Zeeuw and Lynden-Bell (1985) as

I3 =
1

2
(L2

x − L2
y) + ∆2Ez, (2.31)

where ∆ is a constant (see Appendix A.1.2 for more details).

The potential program given in Appendix A.2.2.2 has two main functionalities: 1)

it calculates the integrals of motion E, I2, and I3 and 2) it simulates a star’s orbital

path, looking for “turning points” in the orbit where pλ = 0 or pν = 0. The latter

process allows it to determine if a star should be considered as bound or unbound

to the Galaxy, and solving for the turning-point coordinates allows useful parameters

including apocentric radius (rapo), pericentric radius (rperi), and orbital eccentricity

(e) to be calculated.

Uncertainties on these orbital parameters are calculated with a Monte Carlo ap-
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proach. Assuming that the uncertainty ranges given for input parameters are normally

distributed about their observed values, 1,000 new orbits are randomly generated from

these distributions. I adopt the standard deviations of the resulting orbital parameter

distributions as my orbital uncertainties (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. A set of orbital uncertainty fits, automatically generated by the
kinematic pipeline. Each sub-plot shows data for a different orbital

parameter. The black curves are Gaussian fits of the underlying data. The
black lines and blue-dashed lines indicate the mean of the fit and the

calculated value of the parameter, respectively.
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Estimations on orbital uncertainties are useful for kinematic analyses, but this ran-

dom orbit generation process can be computationally expensive for large data-sets.

In these cases, the University of Notre Dame’s HTCondor pool, which distributes

computational tasks to idle workstations across the campus network, has proven ex-

ceptionally useful. Appendix A.2.3 includes an example of the set of scripts I use to

break up large kinematics runs into many small HTCondor jobs, and then re-assemble

the resulting output.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DISK SYSTEM

Figure 3.1. Traveling through our Galaxy: the disk system.

The following chapter is adapted from Dietz et al. (submitted).

3.1 Introduction

The Milky Way’s disk system is the most highly populated region of our Galaxy,

and our position within this system enables the accumulation of a wealth of data to
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produce highly detailed characterizations to compare with numerical simulations of

the thin- and thick-disk populations.

The thick-disk component was first formally proposed by Yoshii (1982) and con-

firmed by Gilmore and Reid (1983), who demonstrated the need for an additional

disk component when constructing Galactic stellar-density models. Since then, stud-

ies have uncovered rich substructure within the disk system, including the identifica-

tion (Morrison et al., 1990) and subsequent confirmation (Beers et al., 2014; Chiba

and Beers, 2000) of the metal-weak thick disk (MWTD). However, for almost three

decades, despite numerous analyses, it remained unclear whether the MWTD was a

separate population, or the metal-poor tail of the canonical thick disk. This situation

may now be resolved; two recent analyses indicate that the MWTD comprises a dis-

tinct component with its own unique formation history. Carollo et al. (2019) used a

sample of 9,258 local stars from the Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and

Exploration (SEGUE; Yanny et al. 2009) program of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS; York et al. 2000) to separate the MWTD from the thick-disk, finding the two

populations to possess different characteristic kinematics, metallicities, and α-element

abundances. An and Beers (2019) constructed a chemo-dynamical “blueprint” of

Galactic components using photometric data from SDSS DR14 supplemented with

deeper u-band photometry from the South Galactic Cap u-band Sky Survey (SCUSS;

Gu et al. 2015) and astrometry from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018),

which is less subject to bias compared to targeted spectroscopic data. These authors

identified several key stellar populations in their chemo-dynamical maps, including

a MWTD component that is clearly separable from the canonical thick-disk stellar

population.

The origin story for the disk system has also become more complex with the

discovery of a relatively massive accreted satellite, known alternatively as the Gaia

Sausage or Gaia-Enceladus (the exact characteristics and potentially overlapping ori-
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gins of these two proposed progenitors are still under debate; see, e.g., Evans 2020),

which may have contributed to the formation of the thick disk via dynamical heating

as it merged with the Milky Way (Belokurov et al., 2018; Helmi et al., 2018). The

identification of a Splashed Disk population of stars (An and Beers, 2019; Belokurov

et al., 2020) that may be connected with the proposed satellite collision(s) contributes

an additional feature that could help constrain models for the formation of the disk

system.

Recent reports of larger-than-expected populations of metal-poor stars within the

disk system are also raising new questions about the assembly history of the Galaxy.

The thin- and thick-disk metallicity distribution functions (MDFs) peak at approx-

imately [Fe/H]1 = −0.1 and [Fe/H] = −0.6, respectively, with the MWTD covering

an approximate range of −1.8 < [Fe/H] < −0.8 (Carollo et al., 2007, 2010). How-

ever, Sestito et al. (2019) identified a significant population of ultra metal-poor stars

(UMP; [Fe/H] < −4.0), well outside of the disk system’s usual metallicity range,

traveling on prograde orbits within 3 kpc of the Galactic plane. They followed-up on

this finding in Sestito et al. (2020), using a combined sample of 1,027 very metal-poor

(VMP) stars with [Fe/H] < −2.5, observed with the Large Sky Area Multi-Object

Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST; Cui et al. 2012) and the Pristine survey

(Aguado et al., 2019b; Youakim et al., 2017), demonstrating a statistically significant

over-density of prograde VMP stars residing in the disk region. Similarly, Cordoni

et al. 2020 find ∼11% of their 475 VMP stars from the SkyMapper survey (Wolf et al.,

2018a) are within 3 kpc of the plane and have prograde orbits with low eccentricities.

Di Matteo et al. 2020 even find an “ultra metal-poor thick disk”, extending as far

down as [Fe/H] ∼ −6, within their sample of 54 VMP stars from the ESO Large

Programme “First Stars” (Bonifacio et al., 2009), with interesting implications for

1[A/B]≡ log10(NA/NB)∗ − log10(NA/NB)�, where NA and NB are the number densities of ele-
ments A and B, respectively.
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the early dynamical history of the Galaxy.

Complementary to these discoveries of metal-poor disk populations, numerous

CEMP stars have been identified in the disk system as well. In their analyses of

metal-poor stars from the Hamburg/ESO survey, Beers et al. (2017) noted a popu-

lation of CEMP-s stars in a kinematic and metallicity region usually associated with

the MWTD. Yoon et al. (in prep.) find preliminary results indicating significant

populations of CEMP stars in regions of energy-momentum space associated with

the disk system, including a prograde population and a population with little to no

angular momentum. Most notably, their sample includes a subset of UMP CEMP-no

stars mainly found within the low-angular momentum population. These differences

in kinematic and chemical characteristics suggest that at least two separate formation

scenarios (e.g., from two accretion events) may be necessary to explain the presence

of the CEMP stars in the disk populations.

In this paper, we continue this study of disk-like CEMP stars using low-resolution

(R ∼ 1, 300) spectroscopy obtained by the AAOmega Evolution of Galactic Structure

(AEGIS) survey (P.I. Keller), originally commissioned to study the evolutionary his-

tory of the thick-disk and halo systems of the Milky Way. As we demonstrate below,

this sample includes two relatively nearby populations of CEMP stars, with potential

implications for our understanding of the formation histories of the canonical thick

disk and MWTD. We introduce the AEGIS data-set in Section 3.2, and describe its

chemical abundances (Section 3.2.1) and kinematics (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Sec-

tion 3.3 presents our analyses of this sample with results. We discuss the implication

of our results in the context of the Galactic formation history in Section 3.4. A brief

summary of this work and our key findings are provided in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Data

AEGIS is a spectroscopic survey conducted at the Australian Astronomical Tele-

scope (AAT), using the dual beam (blue and red arms, covering ranges λ = 3, 700 to

5,800 Å and λ = 8, 8400 to 8,800 Å) AAOmega multi-object spectrograph to target

populations of interest selected from the SkyMapper photometric survey. The result-

ing data-set comprises ∼70,000 stars with low-resolution spectroscopy (R ∼ 1, 300 for

blue-arm spectra, R ∼ 10, 000 for red-arm spectra) and spans ∼4,900 deg.2 of sky in

the Southern Hemisphere. A more complete description of the data-set can be found

in Yoon et al. (2018), along with a detailed examination of the metallicity ([Fe/H])

and carbonicity ([C/Fe]) of the Galactic halo through the lens of the AEGIS survey.

3.2.1 Chemical Abundances

Stellar atmospheric parameters and a limited set of chemical abundances were

derived with the non-SEGUE stellar parameter pipeline (n-SSPP; Beers et al. 2014,

2017). Effective temperature (Teff), surface gravity (log g), metallicity ([Fe/H]), and

carbon abundances ([C/Fe]) for the AEGIS sample have been corrected to be more

consistent with external high-resolution estimates, following the procedure described

in Beers et al. (2014). Additionally, we apply the evolutionary carbon corrections

developed by Placco et al. (2014) to take into account the surface carbon-abundance

depletion expected to occur on the upper red giant branch. For this sample, mean

errors on Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and [C/Fe] are approximately 75 K, 0.2 dex, 0.1 dex, and

0.1 dex, respectively.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, Yoon et al. (2016) showed that CEMP-no and CEMP-

s stars can be classified using only absolute carbon abundance, A(C), making larger,

medium-resolution samples like the AEGIS data-set available for CEMP sub-class

analyses. Because the division between CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars can vary based

on temperature and luminosity class, here we limit ourselves to the two categories for
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which the A(C) divisions are most apparent in this sample: 1) giants and sub-giants

(G/SG) and 2) main-sequence dwarfs and turn-off stars (D/TO). We use divisions of

A(C) = 7.1 and A(C) = 7.6 for the G/SG and D/TO classes, respectively, as sug-

gested by Yoon et al. (2018) in their analysis of the AEGIS data-set. After removing

duplicate measurements and measurements with signal-to-noise ratios <10, there are

1,061 G/SG CEMP stars and 421 D/TO CEMP stars identified in the AEGIS sam-

ple in total. The combined sample of these classes comprises 660 CEMP-no and 822

CEMP-s stars.

We note that stellar temperature can affect our ability to adequately measure a

star’s carbon abundance. Compared to stars with strong carbon enhancements, those

with moderate carbon enhancements can be difficult to detect in warmer (Teff &

5, 750 K, see Figure 3.2) stars, producing a spurious over-abundance of high-A(C),

high-Teff stars (in other words, a higher CEMP-s to CEMP-no ratio) in samples that

include higher-temperature stars. Application of such a cut on temperature would

substantially reduce our CEMP sample size, so we choose to present the sample

without temperature restriction in the following analyses, but make note of the effects

that a temperature limit might have on our results, where appropriate.

3.2.2 Kinematic Parameters

Radial velocities were derived using the n-SSPP analysis of the high-resolution

red arm of the AEGIS spectra. A correction of −24.6 km s−1 was applied to all

radial velocity values to account for an offset between the n-SSPP values and radial

velocities derived using Ca triplet lines (at λ = 8498, 8542, 8662 Å) from the red-

arm spectra (Navin, C. A., private communication). Proper motions from Gaia DR2

(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018) are available for the majority (∼98%) of the sample.

For the remaining ∼2%, proper motions were averaged from a variety of catalogues

(including Hipparcos, Tycho-1, and Tycho-2, as described in Beers et al. 2014). We
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Figure 3.2. A figure illustrating the differences in carbon enhancements
(and carbon enhancement detectability) between simulated spectra of

different temperatures. The left column shows a Group I (CEMP-s, highest
carbon enhancement) star, the middle column shows a Group II star

(CEMP-no, moderate carbon enhancement), and the right column shows a
Group III star (CEMP-no, moderate carbon enhancement). Each spectrum

is simulated at five different temperatures, from Teff = 6, 500 K (top) to
Teff = 5, 000 K (bottom). The molecular carbon feature at ∼ 4,300 Å (the
CH band) is most apparent in low-temperature, high-A(C) stars and least

apparent in high-temperature, low-A(C) stars. Credit: K. Rasmussen.
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adopt a +0.054 correction to all Gaia parallaxes as prescribed by Schönrich et al.

(2019), and derive distances from the inverted parallaxes for all stars with <20%

relative parallax uncertainty (∼54% of the sample). The remaining ∼46% of the stars

in our sample are assigned photometrically derived distances, following the procedure

outlined in Beers et al. (2000), as modified by Beers et al. (2012).

3.2.3 Kinematic Derivations

The derivation of kinematic parameters follows the the procedure outlined in

Chapter 2, with some minor modifications:2 in this work, we use R� = 8.2 kpc for

the distance to the center of the Galaxy (Bland-Hawthorn and Gerhard, 2016), vLSR

= 236 km s−1 for the local standard of rest (LSR) velocity (Kawata et al., 2019), and

(U , V , W )� = (−11.10, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 for the motion of the Sun with respect to

the LSR (Schönrich et al., 2010).

To estimate uncertainties on the orbital parameters, we follow the Monte Carlo

sampling procedure presented in 2. We note here that this sampling process should

take into account the correlations between the input parameters in order to derive

the most accurate uncertainty. However, correlation coefficients are not available for

the kinematic parameters given in the original AEGIS data-set (as noted above, we

use the original kinematic parameters given in the AEGIS data-set for 100% of our

radial velocities, ∼2% of our proper motions, and ∼46% of our distances). Including

correlation coefficients in our calculations for stars with Gaia kinematics results in (at

most) a median difference of∼1% and mean difference of∼6% in derived uncertainties

for the orbital parameters used in this work when compared to uncertainties calculated

without correlation coefficients. Because this difference is minor, we choose to neglect

correlations between input parameters in order to treat the subsets of our data with

2The research presented in this chapter is the most recent of all work included in this document,
so the kinematics code used here includes some minor updates.
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AEGIS and Gaia kinematics in the same manner.

To avoid identifying any potentially spurious features, we limit our sample to

stars with uncertainties on Zmax less than 1 kpc and uncertainties on Lz less than

250 kpc km s−1 (that is, no greater than our chosen bin size in Figure 3.3). After

applying this restriction, we have a total of 51,946 stars in the Zmax < 5 kpc region,

427 of which are CEMP-s stars and 223 of which are CEMP-no stars.

3.3 Analyses

We begin our analysis by identifying populations of interest close to the Galactic

plane. Angular momentum (Lz) distributions for the sample are divided into sections

based on maximum orbital extent from the Galactic plane, Zmax, as shown in Figure

3.3.

From left to right, the columns of Figure 3.3 show the distributions for all stars,

the CEMP stars, and the CEMP-s (blue) + CEMP-no (red) stars.

In the full sample (left column of panels), the disk clearly dominates at all Zmax

ranges, producing a strongly prograde peak at Lz > 1000 kpc km s−1. This peak

includes both thin- and thick-disk stars, but it should be noted that the thin disk

is not fully represented here due to the metallicity upper limit within the AEGIS

sample ([Fe/H] ≤ 0.3). The inner-halo component (Lz ∼ 0 kpc km s−1) becomes more

visible at 3 ≤ Zmax < 5 kpc, although the disk system still retains a robust peak even

at these heights.

In the CEMP sub-sample (middle column of panels in Figure 3.3), at least two pop-

ulations appear to be present for all Zmax ranges. We have fitted the Lz distributions

with Gaussians using the scikit-learn mixture package in order to approximate the

general features of these populations (we have also performed similar fits on the total

sample so that we can compare the characteristics of the total sample to the CEMP

sub-samples). Each range contains a mildly prograde peak and a strongly prograde
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Figure 3.3. Angular momentum distributions for the sample over three
different ranges of Zmax. The left column of panels shows all stars with

valid kinematics, the middle column shows the subset of CEMP stars, and
the right column shows the CEMP subset divided into CEMP-s (blue) and
CEMP-no (red) distributions. The total population (left) and the CEMP
subset (middle) are each fit with two-component Gaussian distributions.
The means of these fits are indicated in the bottom left-hand corner of

these panels. The number of stars plotted, N, is given in the upper
right-hand corner of each panel. For the right column, N is given for the

CEMP-s and CEMP-no subsets in blue and red, respectively. A dashed line
marks Lz = 0 kpc km s−1 for reference in each plot.
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peak—we refer to these as populations “A” and “B”, respectively, for the remain-

der of this work. The low-momentum peak is likely associated with the inner-halo

population, a rich source of CEMP stars, which would account for the larger relative

proportion of population A at high Zmax. Population B displays a strong net rotation

and decreases in relative significance with increasing Zmax, which suggests it may be

a part of thick-disk/MWTD.

The fits for population A peak at 905, 396, and 315 kpc km s−1, from the low to

high Zmax ranges. The fits for population B peak at 1625, 1398, and 1167 kpc km s−1,

from the low to high Zmax ranges. These fits are mainly meant to provide an overview

of the characteristics of our CEMP populations, not to create a strict definition for

each population, so it is understandable that the location of the peaks varies somewhat

with Zmax (especially at Zmax < 1 kpc, where population A is weakly represented).

It is interesting to note here that population B lags an average of ∼ 170 kpc km s−1

behind the dominant, strongly prograde peak of the total sample.

Both populations are dominated by CEMP-s stars, which is not surprising, given

that we currently understand CEMP-no stars to have predominantly ex-situ origins

(e.g., Lee et al., 2017, 2019; Yoon et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), though the relative strength

of this ratio appears to vary based on the sub-sample being considered. In the full

sample, the ratio of CEMP-s to CEMP-no stars is roughly twice as large in population

B as it is in population A, which could suggest different origins for the CEMP stars

within these populations.

When we consider the sample restricted to Teff < 5750 K, CEMP-s stars still

dominate both populations, but the CEMP-s to CEMP-no ratio varies much more

unpredictably, making it challenging to make any definitive statement on the chemical

origins of population A versus population B. Note that the low-temperature sample

contains significantly fewer CEMP stars than the full sample; a larger sample of cool

CEMP stars in this region may be needed to more fully explore these populations.
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TABLE 3.1

POPULATIONS A & B CEMP RATIOS

Pop. 0 < Zmax ≤ 1 1 < Zmax ≤ 3 3 < Zmax ≤ 5

All Teff A 1.8 (17) 1.3 (143) 1.1 (110)

B 3.7 (47) 2.7 (241) 2.5 (92)

Teff < 5750 K A 3.7 (14) 1.9 (60) 1.1 (68)

B 2.0 (6) 2.1 (56) 1.8 (14)

The CEMP-s to CEMP-no ratios for populations A and B are given in blue for

each range shown in Figure 3.3, for the full sample and for a temperature-limited

sample. The total number of CEMP stars in each population for the given range

is listed in parentheses.

The presence of a large number of CEMP stars in a region of the Galaxy usually

associated with disk stars is worthy of further investigation. To aid in interpretation

of these data, we present the same samples of stars shown in Figure 3.3 in a set of

MDFs in Figure 3.4. Rows are sub-divided into the same Zmax ranges used in Figure

3.3, while columns are separated into LZ ranges. Population counts and statistics are

given in the upper left-hand corner of each sub-plot.

Inspection of Figure 3.4 shows that the strongly prograde stars in our sample are

generally more metal rich than the mildly prograde or retrograde stars, as expected

for a disk-dominated sample. As in Figure 3.3, the disk is robustly represented (high

metallicity, strongly prograde) at both low and high Zmax, and here too we observe

the growing inner-halo contribution ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6, Lz ∼ 0 kpc km s−1) in the highest

Zmax range.

Figure 3.4 also includes CEMP, CEMP-s, and CEMP-no counts for the each

kinematic range, listed in black, blue, and red, respectively. The relative percentage

of CEMP stars compared to all stars is noted in parentheses next to the CEMP
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Figure 3.4. Normalized MDFs for the sample over three different ranges of
Zmax (rows) and four different ranges of LZ (columns). The total star count

(N) is noted in the upper left-hand corner of each plot. The total CEMP
count and the percentage of CEMP stars (relative to total count) is listed

below N. CEMP-s and CEMP-no counts are given in blue and red,
respectively.

count. Although the strongly prograde stars (two right-most columns) have the most

CEMP stars by number, they possess the smallest relative percentages of CEMP stars

compared to the total population. We find a relatively large number of CEMP stars

in these regions simply because these regions of the kinematic space were sampled

the most in the observations. Nevertheless, the presence of even a small relative

percentage of CEMP stars moving in tandem with the disk is interesting, and may
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provide insight into the disk’s formation history. These sub-samples correspond to

the CEMP-s-rich population B noted above.

Population A can be seen more clearly in the lower-LZ ranges (two left-most

columns). These regions contain small absolute numbers of CEMP stars, but possess

the highest CEMP percentages. A feature of note here is the double metallicity peak

seen in both the Zmax ≤ 1 kpc and 1 < Zmax ≤ 3 kpc plots within the −250 < LZ ≤

750 kpc km s−1 range. Peaks at approximately [Fe/H] = −1.0 and [Fe/H] = −1.7 are

present in the Zmax ≤ 1 kpc sub-sample, becoming less distinct as we move farther

from the plane. It should be noted that the shape of this component varies somewhat

with binning, though a feature similar to the [Fe/H] = −1.0 peak can also be seen in

Figure 4 of An and Beers 2019; the authors suggest the Splashed Disk, presented in

Belokurov et al. (2020), as one possible source.

3.4 Discussion

We have identified two CEMP populations of interest in the disk system of the

Milky Way: the mildly prograde population A (Lz < 1000 kpc km s−1) and the

strongly prograde population B (Lz > 1000 kpc km s−1), both containing an enhance-

ment of CEMP-s stars relative to CEMP-no stars.

Although many population A stars orbit close to the Galactic plane, this popula-

tion may be linked to the inner-halo population, particularly since it possesses a simi-

lar relative percentage of CEMP-s stars (53-65%, depending on Zmax) to that given by

Carollo et al. (2014) for this component (57%). An and Beers (2019) found a strong

inner-halo population even at slices of |Z| close to the plane, estimating two-thirds of

the metal-poor stars in the 1 < |Z| < 2 kpc region of their data to be Gaia-Enceladus

stars. Although the mildly prograde motion of population A is at odds with the

slightly retrograde motion derived by Helmi et al. (2018) for Gaia-Enceladus, a com-

mon origin cannot be ruled out. Both population A and Gaia-Enceladus span a range
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of velocities, including both prograde and retrograde rotation, and the latter presum-

ably carries a similar CEMP-s percentage to that quoted in Carollo et al. (2014), as

Gaia-Enceladus is proposed to make up a large portion of the inner-halo population.

It is also possible that population A is instead a part of the Gaia Sausage, which pos-

sesses a slightly higher mean Lz (Lz ∼ 0 kpc km s−1) than Gaia-Enceladus (bounded

by −1, 500 kpc km s−1 < Lz < 500 kpc km s−1 in Helmi et al. 2018). The scientific

community has not yet come to a consensus on which scenario better describes the

formation of the ex-situ inner-halo population, the Gaia Sausage or Gaia-Enceladus;

it would be interesting to revisit the characteristics of population A in the future,

when more is known about the nature of the main inner-halo progenitor(s).

Population B possesses kinematic characteristics more in-line with the thick-disk

system (Lz ∼ 1, 500 kpc km s−1, close to the Galactic plane), and the low metallic-

ity of our CEMP stars (by definition) necessarily designate them as members of the

MWTD, which spans an approximate range of −1.8 < [Fe/H] < −0.8 (Carollo et al.,

2010). Beers et al. (2017) and Yoon et al. (in prep.) also noted significant CEMP-

s populations in MWTD-associated regions of their samples. It is unclear whether

these stars formed in-situ or were imported into the disk system. CEMP stars are

not expected to be common in a well-mixed, gas-rich environment like the disk, but

peak B makes up a very small percentage of the total disk-system stars within its

kinematic region, so in-situ formation is not out of the question. For instance, Ses-

tito et al. (2020) propose a possible in-situ formation pathway for their population

of disk VMP stars, involving pockets of pristine gas in the proto-disk and radial mi-

gration. On the other hand, both Carollo et al. (2019) and An and Beers (2019)

find evidence in their data clearly indicating a separate MWTD population, which

suggests a potential ex-situ origin for population B stars. Lian et al. (2020) propose

a two-pronged formation scenario for the thick disk, including a late starburst in the

outer disk, potentially caused by the accretion of a gas-rich dwarf galaxy. Although
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the abundance-space explored in their analyses ([Fe/H] > −1) does not extend to the

low-metallicity regimes probed here, it is possible that this ex-situ outer thick disk

is linked to population B. In the case of an accreted origin, the high relative fraction

of CEMP-s stars in population B could indicate a (relatively) massive, gas-rich pro-

genitor satellite, which would have preferentially formed more CEMP-s stars than

CEMP-no stars, the latter being mostly accreted from less-massive progenitors such

as UFDs (Yoon et al., 2019).

An investigation into the morphological groups introduced by Yoon et al. (2016)

present in our CEMP sub-populations could be of interest, especially an analysis of

the two classes dominated by CEMP-no stars, “Group II” and “Group III”. These

groups are thought to have different progenitors due to their distinct A(C)-[Fe/H] and

A(C)-A(Na, Mg) relations, which could provide insight into the origins of population

A versus B, but our sample does not possess sufficient numbers of potential Group

III stars (which can be difficult to identify, due the overlap between Groups II and

III) to make any statistically interesting statements about the Group II/Group III

ratio in either population. However, Yoon et al. (in prep.) find a strong Group

III population in a region of energy-momentum space potentially associated with

population A (low-energy, Lz < 1000 kpc km s−1) based on a high-resolution literature

sample of Group III CEMP-no stars. Yoon et al. (2019) found Group III stars to be

preferentially accreted from UFDs, so further sampling of the population A region

may help constrain the assembly history of the nearby halo, as well as potentially

contribute to the as-yet sparsely populated Group III region of the A(C)-[Fe/H] space.

3.5 Summary and Conclusions

We present a chemo-dynamical analysis of Zmax < 5 kpc stars from the AEGIS

survey, focusing on CEMP populations within this region. We find two key CEMP

populations of interest close to the Galactic plane: a mildly prograde population
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(Lz < 1000 kpc km s−1, population “A”) and a strongly prograde population (Lz >

1000 kpc km s−1, population “B”). Population A contains a mild over-abundance of

CEMP-s compared to CEMP-no stars (∼53-65% CEMP-s), which, in combination

with its kinematic characteristics (low Lz, dominant farther from the Galactic plane),

lead us to associate this population with the inner-halo component. These stars could

belong to either of the proposed ex-situ inner-halo progenitors: the Gaia Sausage or

Gaia-Enceladus.

Population B also contains preferentially more CEMP-s stars than CEMP-no stars

(potentially with a higher ratio than population A), but a larger number of low-Teff ,

Zmax < 5 kpc CEMP stars than our current sample (∼200) is needed to more fully

explore this possibility), and can be kinematically and chemically associated with the

MWTD. This clump of (mainly) CEMP-s stars within the MWTD has been seen in

other samples as well, including in Beers et al. (2017) and Yoon et al. (in prep.).

We propose both in-situ and ex-situ origins for this population, such as pockets of

pristine gas in the proto-disk (in-situ), as suggested by Sestito et al. (2020), and a

relatively massive merger of a gas-rich progenitor satellite (ex-situ).

Although the stellar halo (and the outer-halo component in particular) contains

the highest relative ratio of metal-poor and CEMP stars compared to other Galactic

components, a surprising number of these ancient tracer populations are emerging in

recent surveys of the disk system. We present our own findings within the AEGIS

data-set as potentially useful constraints for evolutionary models of the Milky Way,

particularly with regards to the creation of the ex-situ inner-halo and the formation

of the MWTD. Future surveys of the disk and halo systems will undoubtedly aid in

interpretation of the CEMP behaviors noted here, and ongoing efforts to increase the

number of known Group III stars could provide further constraints on the origins of

these populations.
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CHAPTER 4

THE DUAL HALO

Figure 4.1. Traveling through our Galaxy: the dual halo.

4.1 The History of the History of the Halo

The stellar halo of the Milky Way has experienced a rich and complex evolutionary

path over the past few billion years—and so has the scientific community’s under-

standing of the halo itself (albeit on a much smaller timescale). Beginning, as many
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overviews of the halo do, with the Eggen et al. (1962) monolithic collapse scenario

(an entirely “in-situ” halo), further growing in complexity with accreted, sub-galactic

fragments donated by Searle and Zinn (1978) (now with “ex-situ” contributions), and

continuing over the years with many observations of the different characteristics pos-

sessed by the inner and outer portions of the halo (e.g., Caputo and Castellani (1984);

Chiba and Beers (2000); Sommer-Larsen et al. (1997)). Some of these authors claim

the presence of a kinematic gradient within the halo, while others propose multiple

formation pathways to explain the contrasting behavior of the near and far halo.

A more formal “dual halo” was first proposed by Carollo et al. (2007), marking

a significant turning point in “the history of the history of the halo”. The authors

asserted that the stellar Galactic halo is best represented by an inner- and outer-

halo, which differ in their chemo-dynamical characteristics and, presumably, their

origins. Of the two, the inner-halo is (relatively) more metal rich (with an MDF

peak at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6), exhibits little significant net rotation, and dominates the

halo at Galactocentric distances up to r ∼ 15 − 20 kpc. The outer-halo is more

metal-poor (with an MDF peak at [Fe/H] ∼ −2.2), exhibits a net retrograde rotation

(vφ ∼ −80 km s−1), and dominates the halo beyond r ∼ 20 kpc1 (Carollo et al., 2007,

2010).

Schönrich et al. (2011) rejected the “alleged duality of the Galactic halo”, on the

grounds that distance estimate biases in Carollo et al. (2010) led to the artificial

identification of a two-component halo. They also took issue with what they be-

lieved to be the misclassification of some stars. Beers et al. (2012) agreed with the

misclassification assertions (and subsequently reclassified the stars in question), but

rebuffed the Schönrich et al. (2011) claim of large distance overestimations, showing

that a re-analysis of the Carollo et al. (2010) data still resulted in the same (dual

1Even >20 years prior we see mention of an “inner edge of the outer-halo” around r ∼ 25 kpc
from Carney (1984).
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halo) conclusion.

The duality of the halo was such a contentious topic and so difficult to establish

in part because of the overlapping nature of the inner- and outer-halo, making it

difficult to fully disentangle their intermingling populations. Here it may be useful to

define the difference between the inner-halo region (IHR) and inner-halo population

(IHP) (as well as the similarly-named OHR and OHP of the outer-halo). IHP stars

might be called “true” inner-halo stars; that is, stars that share a common origin and

traits distinct from other Galactic components. These stars usually reside in the IHR

(r < 15 - 20 kpc, as mentioned above), but their orbits may carry them into regions

of the Galaxy more associated with the disk, or with the outer-halo. The same is

true for the outer-halo: an extremely metal-poor, highly retrograde star traversing

through the solar neighborhood at r ∼ 10 kpc could quite possibly be OHP star

moving through the IHR.2

Disentangling the halo system is of particular interest to Galactic archaeologists

due to its high concentration of metal-poor stars (especially in the outer-halo). Al-

though the center of the Galaxy hosts the most metal-poor stars by number, the halo

hosts a larger relative fraction of metal-poor stars (Starkenburg et al., 2017).

The halo also hosts relatively large populations of CEMP stars, with the inner- and

outer-halos possessing different ratios of CEMP-s and CEMP-no stars (see Section

1.2 for refresher on CEMP stars and their sub-classes). As CEMP stars are frequently

used as tracers of various (often ancient) stellar populations, further study of halo

CEMP populations contributes useful information towards understanding the halo’s

origin, as discussed in detail in the following sections.

The kinematic and chemical characteristics of the inner- and outer-halo compo-

2One way to combat this confusion is to use a star’s derived orbital properties, rather than its
observed location, to associate it with the appropriate Galactic component (i.e., using rapo instead
of r). The obvious drawback, though, is that the results will vary somewhat depending on the
researcher’s choice of Galactic potential.
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nents summarized above have potential implications for the assembly history of the

halo system, and further analyses of these components continues to aid researchers

in targeting sub-populations of interest (i.e., the most ancient stars, the most metal-

poor stars, stars from specific accretion events). This chapter focuses mainly on

different methods of separating halo populations (Section 4.2)—using the procedure

outlined by Carollo et al. (2014) in Section 4.2.1 and using an alternative statistical

approach in Section 4.2.2—but will also provide an overview of key changes in our

understanding of the halo system following Gaia DR2 (Section 4.3).

4.2 Separating the Dual Halo

In this section I introduce two methods of separating the inner- and outer-halo

components based on CEMP populations. In particular, I highlight the effects of

high-precision astrometry from the Gaia satellite and the new CEMP classification

system introduced by Yoon et al. (2016) on the efficacy of these methods, and how

this information might aid in analyses of future samples.

4.2.1 Carollo et al. 2014 Method

Carollo et al. (2014) compiled a sample comprised of 42 CEMP-s and 46 CEMP-

no halo stars to examine CEMP patterns present within the dual halo system. They

assigned each star membership to the inner-halo (“I”), outer-halo (“O”), or a tran-

sition zone (“T”) between the two components. The authors established their as-

signment system by first observing the kinematic behavior of a sample of ∼ 8,000

SDSS/SEGUE calibration stars, pre-selected to be likely halo candidates (rapo >

15 kpc, [Fe/H]≤ −1.3). They used this larger sample to determine the approxi-

mate kinematic transitions between each halo component, deriving a set of mem-

bership criteria using rapo and E. Stars are assigned “I” if rapo < 15 kpc, or if

rapo > 15 kpc and E < −1.1 × 105 km2s−2. Stars are assigned “O” if rapo > 15 kpc
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and E > −0.18× 105 km2s−2. Stars with intermediate properties (rapo > 15 kpc and

−1.1× 105 < E < −0.18× 105 km2s−2) are assigned “T”.

Using this system, the authors found the outer-halo to contain a relative percent-

age of 70% CEMP-no and 30% CEMP-s stars, while the inner-halo region comprises

43% CEMP-no and 57% CEMP-s stars. These results reinforce the argument in fa-

vor of a dual, rather than single, halo system, and have potential implications for the

chemo-dynamical evolution history of the halo.

A detailed description of the properties of CEMP-s versus CEMP-no stars can be

found in Section 1.2.1, but a brief summary is given here for convenience. CEMP-s

stars preferentially occur in binary systems, receiving their excess carbon and s-

process enhancements via binary mass transfer from a more evolved companion. The

CEMP-no progenitor is slightly more uncertain, but, because CEMP-no stars are not

preferentially associated with binaries and tend to populate the lowest-metallicity

tails of Galactic MDFs, it is hypothesized that CEMP-no stars may be true second-

generation (Pop. II) stars, receiving their carbon enhancements via natal cloud en-

richment from the very first stars (Pop. III) to form in the Universe; this theory

has gained support through high-resolution observations of select highly metal-poor

CEMP-no stars, e.g., BD+44 493, HE 0020-1741 (Placco et al., 2016; Roederer et al.,

2016).

Carollo et al. (2014) also reference several simulations (e.g., Tissera et al. 2014)

that find the outer-halo to be made from less-massive sub-galactic fragments than

the inner-halo. Combined with the contrasting CEMP ratios observed in the inner-

and outer-halo, the following picture emerges: the outer-halo may have been built

from smaller satellites with truncated star formation histories, resulting in mainly

low-mass, metal-poor Pop. II stars. Larger satellites (or in-situ formation within

the proto-Milky Way) would provide sufficient gas for continued star formation (a

combination of Pop. II and Pop. I stars), resulting in the more chemically-enriched
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CEMP-s stars.

To test the reproducibility of these results and the robustness of this method, I

apply the Carollo et al. (2014) classification system to two data-sets with different

characteristics, as detailed below.

4.2.1.1 Results: Yoon et al. (2016; High-Resolution Spectroscopy)

Here I use the sample of 305 CEMP stars compiled by Yoon et al. (2016) (hereafter

“Y16”) for their study of CEMP progenitor populations. Proper motions are compiled

from a variety of catalogs, mainly the fourth U.S. Naval Observatory CCD Astrograph

Catalog (UCAC4; Zacharias et al. 2013) and the Positions and Proper Motions Star

Catalogue-XL (PPMXL; Roeser et al. 2010). Radial velocities are taken from the

literature where available and photometric distances estimated using the procedure

described in Beers et al. (2000).

After removing stars with uncertain classifications (e.g., upper limit estimations

on key chemical abundances), the remaining sample consists of 127 CEMP-no and 134

CEMP-s stars. Of these stars, sufficient kinematic information can be compiled for

179 stars, which are then run through the kinematics pipeline described in Chapter

2. Note that I apply the same Stäckel potential used by Carollo et al. (2014)—this

procedure can be replicated with alternative choices of Galactic potential, but the

locations of the kinematic transitions between halo components will vary with differ-

ent potentials and should be recalculated accordingly. After restricting the sample to

reduce disk contamination (Zmax > 3 kpc and rapo > 5 kpc), the final sample consists

of 91 bound CEMP stars (29 CEMP-s, 62 CEMP-no).

In the time since the first version of this sample was initially compiled, more

precise astrometric data have been made available for public use. In Spring 2018,

Gaia DR2 made precise parallaxes and proper motions available for ∼ 109 stars

to a limiting magnitude of G = 21. To illustrate our changing understanding of the
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structure of the halo, I present both the pre- and post-Gaia results for the Y16 sample

to quantify the effect that more accurate kinematics have on studies of the halo (and

other Galactic components). The Gaia-supplemented sample (Gaia distances and

proper motions are available for the majority of the sample, original radial velocities

are largely retained) results in 110 bound CEMP stars (49 CEMP-s, 61 CEMP-no).

Stars are assigned halo membership based on the Carollo et al. (2014) procedure

outlined above (see Appendix A.2.4 for full code). The results are summarized in

Table 4.1

TABLE 4.1

Y16 CEMP RATIOS

Type I O T

Original
CEMP-s 13 (31%) 12 (40%) 4 (21.1%)

CEMP-no 29 (69.1%) 18 (60%) 15 (79%)

Gaia DR2
CEMP-s 27 (42.9%) 11 (57.9%) 11 (39.3%)

CEMP-no 36 (57.1%) 8 (42.1%) 17 (60.7%)

Dual halo designations for the Y16 sample, based on the method used in

Carollo et al. (2014). CEMP-s and CEMP-no counts and relative percentages

are given for each component and two different versions of the sample (using

pre- and post-Gaia kinematic input parameters).

Because the pre-and post-Gaia inner- and outer-halo CEMP ratios differ signifi-

cantly, it is important to take a closer look at what exactly changed. The 91 stars

with original kinematics and the 110 stars with Gaia-supplemented kinematics share
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55 common stars (the set of stars not shared between the two includes stars that

were designated as unbound or possible disk contaminants in one sample but not the

other). Of the 55 shared stars, 37 retained the same halo category designation (I,

O, or T) in each kinematic sub-sample while 18 stars moved to a new category. Of

those 18, 10 stars shifted between a halo component and the transition zone (I ↔

T or O ↔ T) while 8 stars swapped inner/outer components completely (I ↔ O).

Because the sample size used is so small, if even a few stars change categories there

may be a large effect on the resulting CEMP ratios. If the post-Gaia results are given

more credence than the original sample’s results due to higher-precision kinematics,

the ratios presented in Table 4.1 would imply a mild CEMP-no dominance in the

inner-halo and a mild CEMP-s dominance in the outer-halo, in contradiction with

the findings of Carollo et al. (2014).

As mentioned in the previous chapter, an additional factor that may affect results

is stellar temperature. Carbon is more difficult to detect in high-temperature stars

(Teff & 5750 K, see Section 3.2.1, Figure 3.2), so we may be unintentionally under-

counting hot CEMP stars. The hot CEMP stars we are able to detect will necessarily

posses particularly strong carbon enhancements (CEMP-s), so the CEMP stars most-

absent from our samples are likely the ones with more moderate carbon enhancements

(CEMP-no). In short, if a sample includes a non-negligible quantity of hotter stars

it may present an artificially boosted CEMP-s to CEMP-no ratio.

I re-apply the Carollo et al. (2014) analysis procedure, limiting the sample to stars

with Teff ≤ 5, 600 K. The results are summarized in Table 4.2.

Although the total stars in each kinematic sub-sample decreased by 20 to 30%,

the overall results for the cool samples are not significantly different than those for

the whole-temperature samples.

It is also possible that these results are being effected by the metallicity-distance
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TABLE 4.2

Y16 DUAL HALO DESIGNATIONS

Type I O T

Original
CEMP-s 6 (22.2%) 10 (40%) 2 (16.7%)

CEMP-no 21 (77.8%) 15 (60%) 10 (83.3%)

Gaia DR2
CEMP-s 21 (42%) 6 (54.6%) 8 (36.4%)

CEMP-no 29 (58%) 5 (45.5%) 14 (63.6%)

Dual halo designations for cool (Teff ≤ 5, 600) stars the Y16 sample,

based on the method used in Carollo et al. (2014). CEMP-s and CEMP-

no counts and relative percentages are given for each component and two

different versions of the sample (using pre- and post-Gaia kinematic input

parameters).

selection bias. For a given luminosity class, metal-poor stars are brighter than

their more metal-rich counterparts, meaning that we may unintentionally over-sample

lower-metallicity stars relative to higher-metallicity stars when observing distant tar-

gets. CEMP-no stars tend to be more metal-poor than CEMP-s stars, so this selection

bias may result in an artificially boosted CEMP-no to CEMP-s ratio in the halo. One

way to combat this issue is to limit the sample to a local volume (within 4 kpc of the

Sun), where metal-poor and metal-rich stars are both bright enough to be more ac-

curately represented. However, the Solar neighborhood contains many more disk

stars than halo stars, and applying this restriction cuts the Y16 sample down to an

unusable size.

The primary reason for the small sample size used here, and used by Carollo et al.

(2014), is the need for high-resolution spectroscopy to provide accurate estimates for

the barium and europium abundances needed to sort CEMP stars into the CEMP-no

and CEMP-s sub-classes. As mentioned in the previous chapters, Yoon et al. (2016)

found that this limitation can be overcome, and CEMP-no/CEMP-s membership
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can be determined with A(C) alone (see Figure 1.3). This opens up larger, medium-

resolution samples for potential analysis, including the AEGIS data-set introduced in

Chapter 3.

4.2.1.2 Results: AEGIS (Medium-Resolution Spectroscopy)

An introduction to the AEGIS data-set can be found in Chapter 3; here I focus

mainly on the sample’s CEMP populations. AEGIS contains 1,810 total CEMP stars,

but since the A(C) division between CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars varies somewhat for

different stellar classes, As in Chapter 3, I limit this sample to sub-giants/giants and

dwarfs/turnoff stars, for which the A(C) divisions are most readily apparent in this

data-set. I use A(C) = 7.1 and 7.6 as the dividing lines for these categories, respec-

tively, as recommended by Yoon et al. (2018) in their analyses of the AEGIS sample.

Stars with Zmax < 3 kpc and rapo < 5 kpc are removed to reduce disk contamination.

After removing unbound stars and stars with insufficient kinematic information from

the sample, 982 CEMP stars (556 CEMP-s, 426 CEMP-no) remain. As with the Y16

sample, the original AEGIS kinematics were compiled prior to the release of the Gaia

astrometric catalog. When supplemented with Gaia kinematics, the CEMP sample

increases to 1,036 (548 CEMP-s, 488 CEMP-no). I repeat the Carollo et al. (2014)

analysis on the AEGIS data-set with pre- and post-Gaia kinematics, as well as on

a temperature-restricted and a whole-temperature sample, in order to observe the

effects that kinematic uncertainties and temperature bias might have on the results

for this larger sample. Unfortunately, as with the Y16 sample, there are not sufficient

halo CEMP stars in the AEGIS sample to impose a locality restriction. The results

of these analyses are summarized in Table 4.3.

The sample without temperature restriction shows CEMP-s stars to dominate

mildly in the inner-halo and CEMP-no stars to dominate mildly in the outer-halo.
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TABLE 4.3

AEGIS DUAL HALO DESIGNATIONS

Type I O T

All Teff

Original
CEMP-s 371 (60.6%) 85 (46.2%) 100 (53.8%)

CEMP-no 241 (39.4%) 99 (53.8%) 86 (46.2%)

Gaia DR2
CEMP-s 427 (56.2%) 53 (40.5%) 68 (46.9%)

CEMP-no 333 (43.8%) 78 (59.5%) 77 (53.1%)

Low Teff

Original
CEMP-s 145 (53.3%) 55 (40.7%) 56 (45.9%)

CEMP-no 127 (46.7%) 80 (59.3%) 66 (54.1%)

Gaia DR2
CEMP-s 205 (49.9%) 33 (32.7%) 38 (38%)

CEMP-no 206 (50.12%) 68 (67.3%) 62 (62%)

Dual halo designations for the AEGIS sample, based on the method used in Carollo

et al. (2014). CEMP-s and CEMP-no counts and relative percentages are given for each

component and two different versions of the sample (using pre- and post-Gaia kinematic input

parameters), as well as for the whole-temperature and temperature-restricted (Teff ≤ 5, 600 K)

sub-samples.

The sample with temperature restriction shows a near-even ratio of CEMP stars in

the inner-halo, and a strong dominance of CEMP-no stars in the outer-halo (similar

to the ratio quoted by Carollo et al. (2014)).

The AEGIS sample’s CEMP ratios did not change as drastically as those for the

Y16 sample when Gaia kinematics were added, only changing an average ± 5.7 (all

Teff) - 6.4% (cool stars) compared to ± 16 - 18% in the Y16 sample. The temperature

restriction, which did not produce a significant change in the Y16 sample, seems

to have at least a moderate effect on the AEGIS CEMP ratios, increasing CEMP-

no percentages an average 1.5 (Gaia) - 6.9% (original) across the board (the AEGIS

sample contains a larger fraction of >5,600 K CEMP stars than the Y16 sample, which

likely explains the difference seen here). Overall the largest difference appears to have
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been made by increasing the sample size; although Carollo et al. (2014) performed

their original analyses on a sample of similar size to the Y16 sample, this method may

not be ideal for small samples. Individual kinematic uncertainties that can result in

a star being sorted into the “wrong” category will most strongly affect samples with

only a handful of stars per category.

4.2.2 CDF Separation Method

Here I present an alternative approach for establishing the duality of the halo,

using a statistical method to compare the orbital behaviors of CEMP-no and CEMP-

s populations.

I construct Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) for the AEGIS sample3

over rapo and E, the same orbital quantities used in the Carollo et al. (2014) method to

evaluate halo membership. A two-sample Kolmogorov Smirnoff (KS) test for equality

of populations can then be applied to the CDFs, testing the null hypothesis that the

CEMP-no and CEMP-s populations are drawn from the same parent distribution.

Qualitatively, the KS-test measures the maximum distance between the two CDF

curves to evaluate the probability of the null hypothesis for the data in question.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the CDFs and KS test results for the sample with and

without temperature restriction, respectively. Note that here I show only stars with

rapo < 75 kpc to remove the effect of stars assigned spuriously large apocentric radii

on my results. Disk contaminants are removed using the same criteria (Zmax > 3 kpc

and rapo > 5 kpc) applied in the previous section.

The resulting two-sided p-values allow me to reject the null hypothesis at a p <

0.01 confidence level for all CDFs shown. Additionally, the CDFs visually confirm that

the curves for the CEMP-s population saturate at smaller distances and lower energies

3This method is better suited to data-sets larger than the Y16 sample, so here I only show results
for AEGIS stars.
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Figure 4.2. CDFs for CEMP-s (blue) and CEMP-no (red) stars in the
AEGIS sample with original kinematics (upper panels) and

Gaia-supplemented kinematics (lower panels), constructed over rapo (left)
and energy (right). A two-sample KS test for equality of populations is

performed for each pair of CDFs, and the resulting (two-tailed) p-value is
displayed in the upper left corner of each plot.
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Figure 4.3. CDFs for cool (Teff ≤ 5, 600) CEMP-s (blue) and CEMP-no
(red) stars in the AEGIS sample with original kinematics (upper panels)
and Gaia-supplemented kinematics (lower panels), constructed over rapo

(left) and energy (right). A two-sample KS test for equality of populations
is performed for each pair of CDFs, and the resulting (two-tailed) p-value is

displayed in the upper left corner of each plot.
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than the CEMP-no population. The two start to noticeably diverge at rapo ∼ 20 kpc,

which has previously been noted as the approximate location at which the inner- and

outer-halo shift in dominance (using this particular Galactic potential). The main

difference between the pre- and post-Gaia CDFs is a slight overall decrease in the KS

test p-value, while the main difference between the non-restricted and temperature-

restricted CDFs is a more noticeable divergence between the CEMP-no and CEMP-s

curves.

If the Carollo et al. (2014) method adequately separates the dual halo in large

data-sets like this one, is an alternative method necessary? Each procedure has its

own benefits and drawbacks. The Carollo et al. (2014) method provides relative

CEMP-no and CEMP-s percentages, which are useful in the reconstruction of poten-

tial halo formation scenarios and also as constraints for theoretical models. The main

benefit of the CDF method is that it can be more easily applied to a variety of Galactic

potentials. Figure 4.4 shows CDFs for the Gaia-supplemented AEGIS sample, pro-

duced using the galpy “Milky Way 2014” potential (Bovy, 2015). It should be noted

that, unlike the CDFs in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, these CDFs include stars with positive

energy values. The shallower galpy potential tends to designate outer-halo stars as

unbound, and so may not be the best choice of potential for analyses relating to the

dual halo (see Kim et al. 2019 for a comprehensive comparison between this galpy

potential and the Stäckel potential used in this work), but these results are included

here simply to illustrate an application of the this method to an alternative Galactic

potential, so I rely on the rapo < 75 kpc restriction used above to remove unbound

stars. Although the results of the KS test are not as strong in this case, possibly due

to the issues mentioned above, I can still reject the null hypothesis at a p < 0.05 confi-

dence level for both the whole-temperature and temperature-restricted sub-samples,

and there is a noticeable divergence between populations at rapo ∼ 20 kpc in the

temperature-restricted sub-sample.
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Figure 4.4. CDFs for CEMP-s (blue) and CEMP-no (red) stars in the
AEGIS sample using the galpy “Milky Way 2014” Galactic potential,
constructed over rapo (left) and energy (right). The whole-temperature

sample is shown in the upper panels and the temperature-restricted sample
(Teff ≤ 5, 600) is shown in the lower panels. A two-sample KS test for
equality of populations is performed for each pair of CDFs, and the

resulting (two-tailed) p-value is displayed in the upper left corner of each
plot.
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4.2.3 Summary

Disentangling the overlapping properties of the halo system is not a straightfor-

ward task; higher precision data (e.g., Gaia DR3) and more extensive forays into

the distant halo are likely necessary to more fully elucidate its origins. In particular,

a larger sample of OHP CEMP stars observed in the Solar neighborhood is neces-

sary to measure inner- and outer-halo CEMP ratios without potentially including a

metallicity-distance bias, as mentioned in Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2. Despite the

limitations of the data in hand, the distinct chemo-dynamical characteristics of the

inner- and outer-halo populations can be seen in the analyses presented above, in

addition to the observational and theoretical studies summarized in the introduction

to Section 4.1.

It may seem unnecessary to continue to investigate methods of establishing the

duality of the halo, especially using pre-Gaia data, considering the recent post-Gaia

discoveries in favor of a dual halo system (see Section 4.3 below). However, establish-

ing which approaches give consistent or inconsistent results depending on the size,

quality, etc. of the data-set used is important for continued analyses of areas of the

Galaxy that may not be well-represented within the Gaia catalog.

4.3 The Post-Gaia Halo

Our post-Gaia understanding of the Galaxy has gone through several key changes,

including the discovery4 of the remnants of a massive satellite speculated to have do-

nated the majority of inner-halo stars. Different researchers have presented evidence

for this feature using a variety of techniques: Belokurov et al. (2018) combine data

for main sequence stars from Gaia and SDSS DR9 to identify a structure they call

4It should be noted that this is not the first time this feature has been noticed/this theory has
been posited; Evans (2020) provides a useful overview of the findings leading up to the discovery of
this major merger, including some of the works referenced in Section 4.1, and highlights some of the
key differences between the proposed Gaia-Enceladus Gaia Sausage structures.
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the “Gaia Sausage”, subsequently confirmed by Myeong et al. (2019), who supple-

ment the Gaia catalog with Hubble Space Telescope data to track globular clusters

associated with the merger. Shortly thereafter, Helmi et al. (2018) use a cross-match

between Gaia and data from the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Ex-

periment (APOGEE; Majewski et al., 2017) to identify a massive feature they dub

“Gaia-Enceladus”. Although the exact characteristics of the merger debris (radial

velocity, spatial extent, etc.) are not entirely agreed on by the various authors who

contributed to the discovery of this progenitor, there is a general consensus that a

quite massive (M∗ ∼ 108 to 109M�) satellite merged with the Milky Way ∼ 10 Gyr

ago, making it one of the last major mergers experienced by our Galaxy.

The assembly history of the outer-halo has also undergone revision following Gaia

DR2. Matsuno et al. (2019) and Myeong et al. (2019) both find evidence of a common

progenitor for high-energy, retrograde halo stars (outer-halo stars). Myeong et al.

(2019) dub this progenitor the “Sequoia” galaxy, assigning it an estimated stellar

mass of ∼107M� and approximate infall time at 9-11 Gyr.

Just as the establishment of the dual halo system was once hotly contested, there

is ongoing disagreement between different camps over the makeup of these proposed

progenitors, made more complicated by their intersecting properties (for example,

the moderately retrograde Gaia-Enceladus may encompass parts of both the mildly

prograde Gaia Sausage and the strongly retrograde Sequoia).

In the following sections I examine the characteristics of the kinematically-selected

Gaia-Enceladus population within the AEGIS data-set. The studies listed above

make use of metallicity and alpha-element abundances in their analyses, but not

carbonicity. An analysis of the CEMP characteristics of the Gaia-Enceladus structure

could be a novel contribution to our understanding of this merger/these mergers.
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Figure 4.5. Extended Data Figure 1 from Helmi et al. (2018), caption
adapted from the original text. A: Lindblad diagram for the data-set
(within 5 kpc of the Sun) with |V − VLSR| > 210 km s−1. Dashed lines

indicate the criteria used to select Gaia-Enceladus
(−1500 < Lz < 150 kpc km s−1 and E > −1.8× 105 km2 s−2). The color
scale indicates logarithmic bin counts, with red corresponding to the

maximum number of counts, yellow and blue to 1/6th and 1/30th of the
maximum, and purple to empty bins. B: Lz versus r for the data-set

(within 5 kpc of the Sun), stars from A shown as black dots. C: Lz versus r
for simulated stars. Gray points correspond to the host disk, blue points

correspond to the the accreted satellite.

4.3.1 Gaia-Enceladus

Helmi et al. (2018) select Gaia-Enceladus stars from a sample of high-velocity

(|V − VLSR| > 210 km s−1) stars in the Solar neighborhood (within 5 kpc of the Sun)

using the criteria −1500 < Lz < 150 kpc km s−1 and E > −1.8×105 km2 s−2, as shown

in Figure 4.5.

Although the AEGIS data-set contains a large fraction of local stars, I refrain

from making a <5 kpc cut due to the relatively low number of halo CEMP stars

observed in the Solar neighborhood. After limiting the sample to stars satisfying

|V − VLSR| > 210 km s−1, the “plume”-like feature associated with Gaia-Enceladus is

apparent, as can be seen in the left panel of Figure 4.6. The lower limit on energy

is adjusted to −1.4 × 105 km2 s−2 (the difference in Galactic potentials used shifts

the overall energy scale) to contain the same approximate structure highlighted in
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Figure 4.5a. The MDF for the selected population is shown in the right panel of

Figure 4.6. Note that the resulting distribution peaks at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6, which is

consistent with the inner-halo peak given in Carollo et al. (2010) but significantly

lower than the [Fe/H] ∼ −1.3 peak found by Helmi et al. (2018). Confining this sub-

sample to a local volume does not significantly affect the shape of the MDF, so this

difference in metallicity is not caused by the metallicity-distance bias. It could stem

from the sample’s selection function, or indicate a systematic offset between AEGIS

and APOGEE metallicity estimates.
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Figure 4.6. Left: A log-density Lindblad diagram for high-velocity stars
(|V − VLSR| > 210 km s−1) AEGIS sample. The red dashed lines indicate
approximate boundaries for the Gaia-Enceladus feature, based on those

chosen in Helmi et al. (2018). Right: The normalized MDF of the
Gaia-Enceladus region marked in the left panel. The black dashed line

indicates an approximate peak at [Fe/H]∼ −1.6.

Isolating the (cool) CEMP stars within this feature (see Figure 4.7) results in a
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47% CEMP-no and 53% CEMP-s contribution. This is consistent with the results

found in Section 4.2, which makes sense, since the Gaia-Enceladus satellite is sup-

posed to have donated the majority of inner-halo stars. This can also be visually

confirmed in the lower panel of Figure 4.7, where the Gaia-Enceladus CEMP stars

mainly populate Group I (CEMP-s/rs stars) of the Yoon-Beers (YB) diagram.

Although CEMP-s stars maintain a slight majority in this region, the presence

of such a high relative ratio CEMP-no stars is significant in itself. As mentioned

in Section 4.1, CEMP-s stars are thought to originate in larger, more chemically

enriched mini-halos, while CEMP-no stars are thought to originate in smaller, less

chemically enriched (more ancient) mini-halos. A consequence of this difference is

that a CEMP-s progenitor cloud should produce significantly more CEMP-s stars by

number, due to its larger mass, than a single CEMP-no progenitor cloud. We might

expect the Gaia-Enceladus satellite, estimated at M∗ ∼ 108 to 109M�, to host a high

ratio of CEMP-s stars. But since the ratio is nearly even, this suggests that other

sources of sub-structure may be contributing to the selected area, and/or the Gaia-

Enceladus progenitor may have a complex formation history, possibly experiencing

many minor accretion events prior to merging with the Milky Way.

4.3.2 Sausage or Enceladus?

As mentioned in the introduction to Section 4.3, although Gaia-Enceladus and

the Gaia Sausage share similar properties, the manner in which they are defined

introduces key differences to the halo formation scenario.

The retrograde portion of the Gaia-Enceladus structure likely encompasses some

stars associated with the Sequoia Event; although Matsuno et al. (2019) note a Gaia-

Enceladus structure in their data, distinct from their newly-discovered Sequoia merger

remnant, they appear to apply stricter Lz cuts than those used by Helmi et al. (2018),

boxing in the plume feature more tightly. The boundaries and characteristics of the
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resulting structure may be more in line with those of the Gaia Sausage.

The Gaia-Enceladus “origin story” favors a massive merger with a retrograde

trailing remnant,5 while the Sausage plus Sequoia scenario requires two separate,

large accretion events. Here I examine whether the stars within the AEGIS Gaia-

Enceladus region are more consistent with a single population or multiple populations.

Figure 4.8 displays MDFs for this sub-sample over equal slices of Lz. Note that,

particularly in the two lower panels, at least two populations with different peak

metallicities appear to be present. The characteristics of the Gaia-Enceladus CEMP

populations also appear to shift with decreasing angular momentum. As shown in

Figure 4.9, the CEMP-s population seems to be more smoothly distributed over

all Lz values, while the CEMP-no population displays a noted “clumpiness” below

Lz ∼ −600 kpc km s−1.

The population that rises in prominence at low Lz slices in Figure 4.8 peaks

around [Fe/H] ∼ −2.5, which is significantly lower than the −1.6 value quoted in

Matsuno et al. (2019) and Myeong et al. (2019). It should be noted, however, that

the main MDF peak of the Gaia-Enceladus region within the AEGIS data-set was

also significantly lower than that found by Helmi et al. (2018), perhaps due to a

systematic offset. The [Fe/H] ∼ −2.5 distribution might indicate a portion of the

region comprised of small, metal-poor outer-halo “building blocks” (more on this in

the chapter directly following), which could simultaneously explain the clumpiness

of the CEMP-no stars noted in Figure 4.9. These could have been accreted either

directly onto the outer-halo or might have been accreted onto the Gaia-Enceladus

progenitor galaxy prior to its merger with the Milky Way. It is difficult to claim one

of these scenarios as more viable than the other; it may even be that some combination

of them produced the features observed in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. An expanded data-

set of halo CEMP stars with high-precision kinematics will be needed for further

5Helmi (2020) do allow for the possibility of a smaller, “bonsai” Sequoia merger.
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Figure 4.9. Stripe-density plots for AEGIS CEMP-s (top) and CEMP-no
(bottom) stars within the Gaia-Enceladus structure (within the bounds of

the Gaia-Enceladus region, −1500 < Lz < 150 kpc km s−1).

investigation (e.g., Gaia DR3, perhaps).

The gradual assembly of the outer-halo through the accretion of low-mass, metal-

poor galaxies requires its own dedicated study, which is presented in Chapter 5,

immediately following.
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CHAPTER 5

THE OUTERMOST HALO

Figure 5.1. Traveling through our Galaxy: the outermost halo.

The following chapter is adapted from Dietz et al. (2020).

5.1 Metallicity Gradient

Many cosmological simulations suggest that galactic formation has a hierarchical

assembly component and a complex merger history. Amorisco (2017) used a suite of
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merger simulations to observe the effect of satellite mass on post-merger kinematics,

and found that less-massive satellites are more likely to deposit their stars farther

out in their host galaxy than more-massive satellites. It follows that the outer part

of the Galactic halo may have been assembled primarily from less-massive satellites

that were not able to sink deeply into the Galaxy. The least-massive satellites, which

are likely the most metal-poor due to truncated star formation, may remain at the

outskirts of the halo, exhibiting a trend of negative metallicity gradient with dis-

tance. The existence of such a metallicity gradient is clearly suggested in the results

of Starkenburg et al. (2017), who show that the fraction of the most metal-poor stars

in galactic halos from the APOSTLE hydro-dynamical simulations increases with

distance. There are also several theoretical studies that assert a strong relative pop-

ulation of very metal-poor (VMP; [Fe/H] < −2.0) stars at large distances from the

Galactic center, a pattern which could support the potential presence of a metallicity

gradient. For instance, Salvadori et al. (2010) used high-resolution N-body simu-

lations of a Milky Way-analogue galaxy and a semi-analytic model to analyze the

metallicity distribution function (MDF) of metal-poor halo stars, finding the relative

contribution of VMP stars at distances from the Galactic center r > 20 kpc to ex-

ceed 40%. Similarly, Tissera et al. (2014) used a suite of six high-resolution Milky

Way-mass systems from the Aquarius simulation project to examine the transition

between the inner- and outer-halo (see Section 5.2 below), and showed a 60% VMP

contribution to the outer-halo population, with 60%–90% of VMP stars coming from

their simulated low-mass (< 109 M�)satellites.

There has also been some observational evidence presented for the existence of

a negative metallicity gradient with distance. Fernández-Alvar et al. (2015) used a

sample of SDSS (York et al., 2000) stars, consisting of ∼1,100 stars from the Baryon

Oscillations Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013) and ∼2,800 stars from

the SEGUE (Yanny et al., 2009), to demonstrate a metallicity gradient with a steep
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slope over Galactocentric distance r = 20–40 kpc that flattens out at greater distances.

Lee et al. (2017) demonstrated a metallicity gradient in R and |Z| (projected distance

and height from the Galactic plane, respectively) extending up to 14 kpc with a sample

of ∼105,000 main-sequence turnoff (MSTO) stars from SEGUE and BOSS. Yoon

et al. (2018) provide confirmation for this trend in the Southern Hemisphere, showing

metallicity gradients extending up to 25 kpc from the Galactic center with a sample of

∼70,000 stars from the AEGIS survey. In addition to highlighting structural features

in their spatial metallicity maps as evidence of the complex Galactic merger history,

the latter two studies also clearly show an overall negative metallicity gradient with

distance.

5.2 Galactic Dual Halo Formation History

It is important to consider the effect that the stochastic merger history of the

Galaxy may have on any investigations of the halo MDF—the Galactic hierarchical

assembly history is complex, as evidenced by the numerous substructures discovered

in the Milky Way. An overview of the dual halo formation history was given in the

preceding chapter, but an abridged history is given here for convenience.

The presence of various chemo-dynamically distinct stellar populations (e.g., Be-

lokurov et al., 2018; Carollo et al., 2007, 2019; Gilmore and Reid, 1983; Helmi et al.,

2018; Matsuno et al., 2019; Myeong et al., 2018, 2019; Yoshii, 1982) and evidence of

various substructures (Belokurov et al., 2007a,b; Ibata et al., 1994) have illuminated

a rich and complex Galactic formation history. One important and surprising discov-

ery was that the stellar halo comprises at least two distinct Galactic components: an

inner, mildly prograde, more metal-rich ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6) component and an outer,

strongly retrograde, more metal-poor ([Fe/H] ∼ −2.2) component (e.g., An et al.,

2013; Beers et al., 2012; Carollo et al., 2007, 2010; Chen et al., 2014; de Jong et al.,

2010; Fernández-Alvar et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2018).
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Recent data releases of high-precision astrometric data from the Gaia mission

(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018) have enabled characterization of these halo

populations in great detail. Several studies have asserted that the majority of inner-

halo stars were imported from a single, massive M∗ ∼ 108–109M�) progenitor that

merged with the Milky Way ∼10 Gyr ago, known variously as the Gaia Sausage (Be-

lokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018) or Gaia-Enceladus (Helmi et al., 2018).

A somewhat less-massive (M∗ ∼ 107M�) merger, dubbed the “Sequoia Event”, has

also been identified as a major contributor of high-energy, retrograde, outer-halo stars

(Matsuno et al., 2019; Myeong et al., 2019).

Motivated by these recent advances in our understanding of the complex Galactic

assembly history, we seek to further investigate the existence of a metallicity gradient

in the “outermost halo” and to consider the complex formation history of this compo-

nent. While the result by Fernández-Alvar et al. (2015) shows a metallicity gradient

over a larger distance range than Lee et al. (2017) and Yoon et al. (2018), the number

of stars considered is rather small (∼4,000) compared to the latter studies (.100,000).

These results could also be accounted for by the overlapping inner- and outer-halo

populations, and the gradual shift in the relative dominance of these components with

increasing distance from the Galactic center. More importantly, one shortcoming of

the existing observational studies is the possible presence of the metallicity-distance

selection bias mentioned in Chapter 4. More metal-poor giants (the dominant class in

distant samples) are brighter than their more metal-rich counterparts, so one is more

likely to select more metal-poor stars when observing the outer-halo region, which

could artificially induce a gradient in subsequent analyses.

In this work, we suggest the presence of a negative metallicity gradient in the

outer-halo’s MDF over r, using non-local samples (“in-situ”). More importantly, to

mitigate the metallicity-distance bias problem, we also perform our analyses with
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local samples (within 4 kpc of the Sun). These local samples allow us to observe a

definitive metallicity gradient over apocentric distance, rapo (“ex-situ”). We introduce

our in-situ and ex-situ samples in Section 5.3 and describe our kinematic analyses of

these samples in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we discuss our two important findings:

1) a metallicity gradient does indeed exist at large distances (>35 kpc) in the halo,

particularly in the prograde direction and 2) retrograde stars appear to possess a flat

metallicity-distance relation, indicating that the progenitor of the retrograde outer-

halo is likely associated with the Sequoia merger event. Finally, we summarize our

results and discuss potential future investigations of the outermost halo’s MDF in

Section 5.6.

5.3 Data

5.3.1 Non-Local “in-situ” Samples

Our in-situ samples consist of two sets of SDSS (R ∼ 2,000) giants compiled by

Chen et al. (2014) and Janesh et al. (2016). The Chen et al. (2014, hereafter, C14)

sample comprises 15,723 RGB stars from SDSS DR9 (Ahn et al., 2012), compiled

to study the thick-disk, inner-halo, and outer-halo of the Galaxy. The Janesh et al.

(2016, hereafter, J16) sample is made up of 6,036 K giants from SDSS DR9, selected

to study substructure in the stellar halo. Both samples cover distance ranges in excess

of 100 kpc, making them good candidate data-sets for studying the outermost halo.

The majority of stars in C14 and J16 do not have reliable Gaia parallaxes (with <20%

uncertainty) available. We use the original distances derived in Chen et al. (2014)

for C14, and calculate photometric distances for J16 following the method described

in Beers et al. (2000). We also retain the original SDSS radial velocities (mean

uncertainty ∼ 2 km s−1) and proper motions for both samples. Spatial distributions

for these samples are included for reference in Figure 5.2. The C14 sample is highly

concentrated within ∼20 kpc of the Galactic center while the J16 sample is distributed
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Figure 5.2. Spatial distributions of stars with valid kinematics for our two
in-situ samples (C14 and J16), represented in a Galactocentric reference

frame. Projected Galactocentric radius onto the Galactic plane, R, is
shown on the x-axis. Vertical distance from the Galactic plane, |z|, is
shown on the y-axis. Counts per bin are represented via a logarithmic

scale. Note that some stars (<1.5% per sample) lie outside the spatial axis
boundaries used in these plots.

more uniformly. Though the majority of both samples lies within r ∼ 50 kpc, each

spans a range of >100 kpc.
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Figure 5.3. Normalized magnitude distributions in the g-band for all
samples. The three SDSS data-sets (the in-situ C14 and J16 samples and

the ex-situ SDSS sample) are grouped together in the left panel. The
ex-situ SMSS sample is shown in the right panel. In each panel, the total
sample (without cuts on location or kinematics) is shown with a dashed
line for reference. Mean g-band magnitudes (〈g〉) are noted in the upper

left of each panel.

5.3.2 Local “ex-situ” Samples

The primary ex-situ sample used for our analyses is compiled from SDSS DR15

(Aguado et al., 2019a). The initial query to the SDSS catalog server1 resulted in

357,816 stars with signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) >10 in the effective temperature range

4,500 K < Teff < 7,000 K, where the SEGUE Stellar Parameter Pipeline (SSPP; Lee

et al., 2008) is most reliable. Duplicate stars were removed by choosing the measure-

ment with the highest SNR. Stars with spectra taken on plug-plates which were part

of SEGUE cluster- or structure-targeting programs were removed prior to analyses.2

Proper motions and radial velocities were taken from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collabora-

tion et al., 2018) where available. When unavailable, we used the original kinematic

parameters from the SDSS archive. The resulting sample contains mainly (>99%)

1https://skyserver.sdss.org/casjobs/

2See “SEGUE Target Selection” on the SDSS DR15 website for details.
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Gaia proper motions and SDSS radial velocities. We adopt distances from the Bailer-

Jones treatment of the Gaia parallaxes, and restrict the sample to stars with <20%

distance uncertainty (Bailer-Jones et al., 2018). Stars with uncertainties on their

radial velocities exceeding 20 km s−1 were removed from the sample. The resulting

sample has a mean radial velocity uncertainty of ∼ 1.5 km s−1. We limit our sample

to a local volume within 4 kpc of the Sun, leaving us with 118,037 stars.

Our complementary ex-situ sample was compiled by Huang et al. (2019) from

SMSS DR1 (Wolf et al., 2018b). The authors provide metallicity estimates for 972,994

RGB stars and compile kinematic parameters where available. Proper motions and

(Bailer-Jones) distances from Gaia DR2 are available for the majority (∼70%) of the

sample. Of the 972,994 stars in this sample, 423,995 have available radial-velocity

estimates, compiled by Huang et al. (2019) from a variety of catalogs, primarily Gaia

DR2 and the Galactic Archaeology with HERMES survey (GALAH, R ∼ 28,000;

Buder et al. 2018). The resulting sample has a mean radial velocity uncertainty of ∼

1 km s−1. After limiting the sample to a local volume, we are left with a sample of

395,144 stars for which viable kinematics can be obtained.

A comparison of the g-band magnitude distributions for all samples used in our

analyses is shown for reference in Figure 5.3. We divide our samples into two plots

based on survey source, as the SDSS g-band and the SMSS g-band differ from each

other3 and cover a different magnitude range.

5.4 Kinematical Analysis

Kinematic parameters are calculated following the procedure outlined in Chapter

2.

We note that we use the Stäckel potential and not galpy’s Milky Way-like poten-

tial, MWPotential2014, following the recent comparison of Kim et al. (2019) between

3http://skymapper.anu.edu.au/filter-transformations/
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the Stäckel and galpy potential. Kim et al. (2019) suggest that MWPotential2014

may not be the ideal choice for studies focusing on the outer-halo because many highly

energetic, predominantly retrograde (outer-halo) stars are found to be unbound when

using the shallower galpy potential.

We estimate uncertainties on orbital values produced by the Stäckel potential via

the Monte Carlo sampling method described in Section 2.3. Since our in-situ non-

local samples do not utilize high-precision Gaia data, they have larger uncertainties

on average than our ex-situ samples. We choose not to make any cuts on uncertainty

for C14 and J16 because such cuts would exclude an overly large number of stars

from our analyses. Our two ex-situ samples utilize Gaia data, so we are able to trim

high-uncertainty stars from our data to minimize potentially spurious features.

The manner in which we prune high-uncertainty stars from our samples depends

on the subsequent analyses we intend to perform on them. In Section 5.5.1.2 we

bin stars over rapo in steps of size 5 kpc each, so we choose to restrict our sample to

stars with uncertainty on rapo < ±10 kpc. This allows us to create a low-uncertainty

sample without losing too many distant halo stars due to an overly strict cutoff. To

minimize contamination from disk-system stars in our local samples, we exclude stars

with rapo < 10 kpc and Zmax < 3 kpc, leaving us with 10,078 SDSS halo stars and

6,576 SMSS halo stars.

5.5 Results and Discussion

5.5.1 Global Metallicity Gradient

5.5.1.1 In-Situ Results

In Figure 5.4 we construct MDFs for C14 (left panels) and J16 (right panels)

over increasing slices of r. The MDF of the C14 sample shifts toward the metal-poor

regime and its metal-poor tail noticeably increases in relative proportion as we move
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Figure 5.4. Metallicity distributions for the C14 (left column) and J16
(right column) samples over increasing slices of r. The dotted and dashed
lines mark the mean metallicities of the inner-halo ([Fe/H] = −1.6) and

outer-halo ([Fe/H] = −2.2), respectively, estimated by Carollo et al. (2010).
Note the apparent increase in the tail strength of the MDFs at low
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30 kpc. See text for discussion.
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farther from the Galactic center, particularly beyond 45 kpc. Though this effect is

not as noticeable in the J16 sample as the C14 sample, likely due to the J16 selection

function,4 both clearly show that the dominant stellar component changes from the

metal-richer populations of the metal-weak thick-disk (MWTD; [Fe/H] ∼ −0.8 to

−1.8) and inner-halo ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6) to the metal-poor outer-halo ([Fe/H] ∼ −2.2)

over increasing distance. We note that there exists, interestingly, a relatively strong

inner-halo like population even beyond 30 kpc in both samples. This may be associ-

ated with a major merger event, and is discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.1.2.

Although our in-situ samples are likely to be affected by metallicity selection

biases, here we are interested in the nature of their lowest-metallicity tails, with [Fe/H]

< −2.0. As clearly shown by the empirical comparison of giant-branch luminosity

with metallicity for Galactic globular clusters in Figure 5 of Huang et al. (2019),

this dependency is minimal at the lowest abundances. Additionally, the increasingly

apparent bimodality at larger distances in Figure 5.4 (also seen in Carollo et al. 2007,

2010) cannot be explained by this bias alone.

5.5.1.2 Ex-Situ Results

We conduct a similar analysis using the local ex-situ SDSS and SMSS samples to

mitigate the metallicity-distance bias, based on the suggestive evidence of a possible

metallicity gradient in the outermost halo from the non-local in-situ samples analyzed

above.

We examine how the frequency of VMP stars and the average metallicity of our

samples vary as a function of rapo, as shown in the upper and lower panels of Figure

5.5, respectively. Stars are binned in steps of size 5 kpc until fewer than 10 stars are

available per bin, after which all subsequent bins are combined. We note that, because

4In an effort to remove foreground dwarfs from their sample, these authors trimmed stars with
spectra having significantly strong MgH features. Unfortunately, this also resulted in the removal
of a significant number of CEMP stars, which are among the most likely to be VMP stars.
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Figure 5.5. VMP frequencies (top) and average metallicities (〈[Fe/H]〉,
bottom) for the SDSS (left) and SMSS (right) samples. In the upper

panels, star counts and frequency error estimates are indicated for each bin.
The frequency error is estimated with a one-sigma Wilson proportion

confidence interval (Wilson, 1927). In the lower panels, star counts and the
dispersion of [Fe/H] for each bin are provided.

of this binning choice, the final bin in each panel may be influenced by low-number

statistics and suffer from high uncertainty.

The VMP frequency of the SDSS sample shown in the top left panel of Figure 5.5

climbs very slowly in the range rapo = 10–40 kpc, after which it experiences a sharp

increase, rising from ∼20% to ∼60% over the next 10 kpc. The average metallicity

slowly decreases from [Fe/H] ∼ −1.4 at rapo = 10 kpc, plateauing around [Fe/H] ∼

−1.6 at rapo = 25–40 kpc, then dropping rapidly to [Fe/H] ∼ −2.0. We note that the

statistics in the largest distance bins of the left panels appear contrary to the overall

trends, but have high uncertainty compared to the majority of the preceding bins.

The VMP frequency for the SMSS photometric sample experiences a steady climb
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over rapo, maxing out at ∼30%, as seen in the top-right panel of Figure 5.5. The

average metallicity decreases from [Fe/H] ∼ −0.8 at 10 kpc to [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6 at

40 kpc. Although the changes in VMP frequency and mean metallicity are not as

dramatic for the SMSS sample as for the SDSS sample, both samples display a clear

metallicity gradient over rapo. The differences in the samples are likely due to the

fact that the SMSS sample does not reach as far into the halo as the SDSS sample.

The steep change in mean metallicity from [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6 to approximately −2.0

at rapo & 40 kpc in the SDSS panels in Figure 5.5 could indicate a shift between

the relative dominance of the inner-halo ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6) and outer-halo ([Fe/H] ∼

−2.2), as discussed in Section 5.2. Another possibility is that this region of the

metallicity distribution represents the shift between stars donated to the outer-halo

by the Sequoia merger event, estimated at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6 (Myeong et al., 2019),

and stars donated by smaller mergers of more metal-poor satellites. Accordingly, we

investigate the detailed Galactic halo assembly history using these local samples in

the next subsection.

5.5.2 Detailed Accretion History

5.5.2.1 Metallicity Distribution

Since the behavior of the SDSS local halo stars changes at approximately 35–40 kpc

(e.g., Figure 5.5, left panels), we further investigate the reason for this behavior by

constructing MDFs for “near” (10 ≤ rapo < 35 kpc) and “far” (rapo ≥ 35 kpc) halo

samples, shown in the left panels of Figure 5.6. A similar diagram is shown for the

SMSS halo stars in the right panels of Figure 5.6. The SMSS halo stars do not present

the same sharp changes at 35–40 kpc (see Figure 5.5, right panels), in part because

they do not probe the same distance range as the SDSS sample.

However, since the SMSS sample displayed similar general characteristics to the

SDSS sample in our analyses of Figure 5.5, we chose to create additional near/far
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Figure 5.6: Normalized MDFs for the SDSS sample (left) and the SMSS sample
(right), divided at rapo = 35 kpc.

MDFs from the combination of both the SDSS and SMSS samples, in order to bol-

ster the number of stars available in the rapo ≥ 35 kpc range (see Figure 5.7). Gaussian

distributions are fit to the combined data using the scikit-learn Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) package in Python to identify components with potentially distinct

origins. The near-halo combined MDF primarily consists of a distinctive component

at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.4, with a smaller, more metal-rich peak around −0.6, possibly belong-

ing to a portion of the MWTD that was not completely removed by the cuts made in

Section 5.4. The far-halo combined MDF also has a dominant [Fe/H] ∼ −1.4 peak, as

well as a more metal-poor component at [Fe/H] ∼ −2.3. The near halo also possesses

a small VMP population, fitted with a peak at [Fe/H] ∼ −2.0, but this population

rises in relative significance in the far halo.

Figure 5.7 shows that there may be at least two separate populations at rapo

≥ 35 kpc. The more metal-rich peak ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.4) seen in the far-halo (lower)
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panel of Figure 5.7 could be a selection of inner-halo population stars still present

at rapo ≥ 35 kpc. The exact location of the transition zone between the inner- and

outer-halo regions is uncertain. Carollo et al. (2007) place it at ∼ 15-20 kpc while

Kim et al. (2019) give an estimate of ∼30 kpc (both use the same Stäckel potential

adopted in this work), so it is possible that we could still see evidence of the inner-

halo population at rapo ≥ 35 kpc. Another possible interpretation is that this [Fe/H]

∼ −1.4 peak comprises stars accreted from the Sequoia and Gaia-Sausage mergers—
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this could explain the hint of bimodality seen in this component (two sub-peaks at

[Fe/H] ∼ −1.3 and [Fe/H] ∼ −1.5)—while the more metal-poor peak represents stars

accreted from a series of more minor mergers.

5.5.2.2 Prograde vs. Retrograde

We can examine these trends in more detail by dividing our local ex-situ samples

on rotational velocity (vφ) into prograde and retrograde components, as shown top

two rows and bottom two rows of Figure 5.8, respectively. There are 6,941 prograde

stars and 3,137 retrograde stars in the SDSS sample, and 5,267 prograde stars and

1,307 retrograde stars in the SMSS sample.

The prograde SDSS sub-sample (Figure 5.8, upper-left panels) experiences a slow

climb in VMP frequency up until rapo ∼ 35 kpc, after which the fraction of VMP

stars climbs to ∼50%. Its average metallicity exhibits a steady decrease from 10 kpc

to 45 kpc. The retrograde sub-sample (Figure 5.8, lower-left panels) exhibits no dis-

cernible relationship between VMP frequency and rapo in the 10–45 kpc range, and its

average metallicity hovers around −1.6 in the same range. Once more, the contrary

behavior of the final bins of these sub-samples may be due to low-number statistics

(high uncertainty).

The prograde and retrograde SMSS sub-samples (Figure 5.8, upper- and lower-

right panels, respectively) exhibit largely the same behavior as the SDSS sub-samples.

The prograde stars show a strong dependence on rapo for both VMP frequency and

mean metallicity, while the same quantities for retrograde stars show no noticeable

dependence on distance. The Gaia Sausage ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.3, Lz ∼ 0 kpc km s−1)

(Belokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018) dominates the retrograde (and prograde)

signal in the near halo and the Sequoia progenitor galaxy ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6, Lz ∼ −2000

to −3, 000 kpc km s−1 (Matsuno et al., 2019; Myeong et al., 2019)) likely donated the

majority of the retrograde stars in the far halo. The similar peak metallicities and
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Figure 5.8. VMP frequencies and average metallicities (〈[Fe/H]〉) for the
SDSS (left) and SMSS (right) samples, divided into (top) prograde and
(bottom) retrograde components. In the VMP frequency panels, star

counts and frequency error estimates are indicated for each bin. The error
is estimated with a one-sigma Wilson proportion confidence interval
(Wilson, 1927). In the mean metallicity panels, star counts and the

dispersion of [Fe/H] for each bin are provided.
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overlapping metallicity ranges (see Figure 2 in Matsuno et al. 2019 and Figure 9

in Myeong et al. 2019) of these imported populations could result in this overall

metallicity plateau.

While the Sequoia (M∗ ∼ 107M�) event may have imprinted a bulk retrograde

signal onto the outer-halo, stars donated by numerous small accretion events likely

contributed both prograde and retrograde stars to the outer-halo. However, it is likely

more difficult to detect (low-metallicity) stars from small mergers in the retrograde

outer-halo due to the overwhelming presence of Sequoia stars. In contrast, numerous

minor accretions could be the predominant contributors to the prograde outer-halo,

based on the metallicity gradient and strongly increasing VMP fraction seen in Figure

5.8. If this behavior accurately reflects the assembly history of the outermost halo,

observational efforts to compile catalogs of the most ancient, most metal-poor stars

may have more success targeting candidates in the prograde rather than the retrograde

outermost halo.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

We compiled a set of in-situ (∼21,700 stars in total) and ex-situ (∼16,500 stars in

total) samples to confirm the presence of a metallicity gradient in the outermost halo

of our Galaxy and explore the complex assembly history of the Galactic halo. The

results of the in-situ analyses are suggestive regardless of the metallicity-distance

selection bias. In our ex-situ analyses, we find clear evidence of both a negative

metallicity gradient over rapo and an increasing relative fraction of VMP stars with

distance. In particular, the local SDSS sample exhibits a VMP frequency that reaches

∼60% at 50 kpc, commensurate with theoretical studies (i.e., Tissera et al., 2014).

When splitting our samples into prograde and retrograde components, we find

that the retrograde appears to exhibit no metallicity-distance correlation while the

prograde experiences a steady decline in [Fe/H] and a strong increase in VMP fre-
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quency with distance. This may be due to the influence of a more massive merger

(metal-richer satellite) in the retrograde direction, versus numerous minor accretions

(metal-poorer counterparts) in the prograde direction. As a result, the prograde

outermost halo may be the best place to search for the most metal-poor stars.

Since we have placed tight constraints on uncertainty, we may have excluded some

stars in the outer-halo that could have given our analysis more significance, but we

are also not as likely to detect completely spurious features even at large distances.

In addition, our local, ex-situ samples are not susceptible to the metallicity-distance

bias that may affect our non-local, in-situ results.

We note here that, recently, Conroy et al. (2019b) published an exploration of

the Galactic halo using a sample of some ∼4,200 giants from the H3 Spectroscopic

Survey (Conroy et al., 2019a), and claimed that no metallicity gradient is detectable

in their sample. However, the results of their analyses are not dissimilar from our

own findings. Although they find a flat metallicity relation across the majority of

the halo, they admit possible evidence for a decreasing mean metallicity beyond r ∼

50 kpc, which may coincide with the behavior in the rapo ≥ 35 kpc region examined

in this work. The VMP component they identify as potentially originating from

multiple distinct populations parallels our own hypothesis of a halo component at

[Fe/H] < −2.0 consisting of numerous accretions of small mini-halos.

Have we fully explored a volume that could qualify as a comprehensive “outer-

most” halo, up to the outskirts of the Galaxy? The exact bounds of the outer-halo

population are not yet known, and though this work shows the potential for a signa-

ture that may extend beyond the volume explored here, further efforts are required to

quantify the behavior of the outer-halo MDF beyond 50 kpc. For example, improved

kinematics from Gaia DR3 will allow us to expand the narrow magnitude ranges

probed by our ex-situ samples (see Figure 5.3). Near-future observations with the

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezić et al., 2019), combined with spec-
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troscopic follow-up, as well as large spectroscopic surveys undertaken with the Dark

Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI; DESI Collaboration et al., 2016), the WHT

Enhanced Area Velocity Explorer (WEAVE; Dalton et al., 2014), and the 4-metre

Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope (4MOST; Helmi et al., 2019), will enable a

more thorough exploration of the distant halo and the significance of its metallic-

ity gradient. Further analyses of the VMP catalogs from the LAMOST (Zhao et al.,

2012) survey (e.g., the DR3 VMP catalog of Li et al. 20185), should prove illuminating

as well.

It would be of particular interest to examine the prograde/retrograde metallicity

distributions with a sample of distant CEMP stars, as their nucleosynthetic sub-

classes can provide even more information about the origins of various stellar pop-

ulations. As mentioned in the preceding chapters, CEMP-s stars are thought to

originate in more-massive galaxies, while CEMP-no stars are thought to originate in

less-massive galaxies (e.g., Lee et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2018, 2019). A comparison

of the CEMP-s to CEMP-no ratios in the prograde and retrograde outermost halo

could help clarify the origins of the populations present there.

5See the “cleaned” version of this catalog in Yuan et al. (2020), as well as the substantially larger
DR5 VMP catalog, in preparation.
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CHAPTER 6

IN CONCLUSION

This document contains the highlights of my recent work as a “Galactic archaeolo-

gist” to contribute to the characterization of the Milky Way Galaxy through chemical

and kinematic analyses of star populations. In the preceding chapters I presented in-

vestigations into populations of metal-poor and CEMP stars within the disk and halo

systems of our Galaxy, and the implications of my findings with regards to the assem-

bly history of these components. Below, I provide a brief summary of the key findings

laid out in each chapter, along with the most impactful figure from each section.

In Chapter 3 I presented a phenomenological study of CEMP populations within

the AEGIS data-set. I identified two CEMP populations of interest within the disk

region (see Figure 6.1): a mildly prograde population (“A”) and a strongly prograde

population (“B”). Contrary to our previous expectations for the (relatively) metal-

rich disk region, several recent studies, such as those by Beers et al. (2017), Sestito

et al. (2019), and Sestito et al. (2020), have identified CEMP, UMP, and VMP popula-

tions with disk-like kinematics, with interesting implications for the assembly history

of the disk system. I show that populations A and B are moderately to strongly

dominated by CEMP-s stars, suggesting a more massive and gas-rich progenitor en-

vironment. The characteristics of population B indicate it is likely associated with

the MWTD, bolstering the argument in favor of a separate (from the canonical thick-

disk) MWTD component. Population A could have been formed through in-situ or

ex-situ formation pathways; further sampling may be required to more fully eluci-

date its origins. In particular, expanded samples including 1) more low-temperature
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Figure 6.1. Key figure from Chapter 3: angular momentum distributions
for the AEGIS sample over three different ranges of Zmax. The left column
of panels shows all stars with valid kinematics, the middle column shows
the subset of CEMP stars, and the right column shows the CEMP subset
divided into CEMP-s (blue) and CEMP-no (red) distributions. A dashed

line marks Lz = 0 kpc km s−1 for reference in each plot.
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CEMP stars within the disk region, and 2) more Group III CEMP-no stars, will be

useful in constraining the characteristics of these two populations.

Chapter 4 introduced the dual stellar halo, and the complicated task of disentan-

gling the overlapping inner- and outer-halo components. I contrasted two methods,

the sorting process employed in Carollo et al. (2014) and a CDF-based method, for

verifying the duality of the halo using CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars. My analyses

included both “pre-Gaia” and “post-Gaia” kinematics. Although the duality of the

halo has become more certain following Gaia DR2, which has highlighted the indi-

vidual accretion events that contributed to the halo system, this inner-/outer-halo

dichotomy was still a somewhat contentious topic as little as two or three years ago.

It is therefore important to determine which analytical tools produce sound results

both with and without Gaia data, in order to confidently investigate areas of the

Galaxy lacking high-precision kinematic data. Neither method is ideal for small sam-

ple sizes; fortunately the results of Yoon et al. (2016) have made it possible to greatly

increase the numbers of CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars available for analysis. When

applied to an expanded sample size, the Carollo et al. (2014) method can provide

useful estimates of CEMP-no and CEMP-s relative percentages consistent with pre-

vious studies of the halo system. The main draw of the CDF-based method is that

it is easy to apply to a variety of kinematic parameters, even those calculated using

different Galactic potentials, without any kind of recalibration.

A re-analysis of halo stars in the AEGIS data-set in light of key discoveries made

in the wake of Gaia DR2 shows evidence for multiple possible progenitors within

the Gaia-Enceladus region highlighted by Helmi et al. (2018). There is still ongo-

ing debate within the scientific community as to which accretion event—or which

combination of accretion events—built the Galactic halo (Gaia-Enceladus, the Gaia

Sausage, Sequoia, etc.). We may have to wait as researchers continue to refine their

models, perhaps with improved data-sets from Gaia DR3, to re-examine the data
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Figure 6.2. Key figure from Chapter 4: CDFs for cool (Teff ≤ 5, 600)
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with a clearer understanding of the various structures involved.

The penultimate chapter of this document stops at the outskirts of the Galaxy,

the so-called “outermost halo”. Chapter 5 uses local (within 4 kpc of the Sun) data-

sets from SDSS and SMSS to search for a metallicity gradient within the outer-halo.

This search is motivated by the idea that the outer-halo was built through the gradual

accretion of low-mass, low-metallicity “building blocks”, like the ancient UFDs neigh-

boring our Galaxy. More massive (metal-rich) building blocks would deposit their

stars more deeply into the potential well of our Galaxy, while less-massive (metal-

poor) building blocks would remain at its outskirts, inducing an observable metallicity

gradient. The data-sets do indeed show a negative metallicity gradient with distance,

as well as an increasing VMP frequency with distance, but only in the prograde sub-

samples (see Figure 6.3). This is not so surprising in light of the recent discovery

of the retrograde Sequoia merger (Matsuno et al., 2019; Myeong et al., 2019). The

gradual build-up that creates the gradient signature is masked in the retrograde by

a single massive accretion event, producing a rather flat metallicity-distance relation.

These results suggest we might do well to target the prograde outermost halo in fu-

ture searches for ancient Pop. II candidates. Additional efforts to survey CEMP

stars in the distant halo could supplement our understanding of a prograde, “minorly

accreted outer-halo” versus a retrograde, “majorly accreted outer-halo”. CEMP-no

stars are thought to originate in smaller progenitors (like the aforementioned UFDs)

while CEMP-s stars are thought to originate in larger progenitors (including the Se-

quoia galaxy); an examination of their relative ratios in the prograde and retrograde

outermost halo could prove enlightening.

The near future may give rise to a variety of new fundamental discoveries in

Galactic archaeology via the extensions of existing surveys and the launch of ambitious

new projects. To name a few: Gaia DR3 promises an improved astrometric catalog
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Figure 6.3. Key figure from Chapter 5: VMP frequencies and average
metallicities (〈[Fe/H]〉) for the SDSS (left) and SMSS (right) samples,

divided into (top) prograde and (bottom) retrograde components. In the
VMP frequency panels, star counts and frequency error estimates are

indicated for each bin. The error is estimated with a one-sigma Wilson
proportion confidence interval (Wilson, 1927). In the mean metallicity

panels, star counts and the dispersion of [Fe/H] for each bin are provided.
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with an expanded array of parameters within the next few years; additional VMP

data releases are expected from the LAMOST survey; spectroscopic catalogs from

WEAVE and 4MOST will complement the Gaia data releases to produce advanced

chemo-dynamical maps of the Galaxy. Perhaps most exciting, the upcoming launch

of the James Webb Space Telescope may offer the first opportunity to directly observe

a first-generation star, if the right conditions are present (i.e., gravitational lensing of

a massive Pop. III star).

Some of the unresolved topics, or partially-answered questions, in Galactic archae-

ology that may be addressed in the coming years through the data releases mentioned

above include: the composition of the halo with respect to the Gaia DR2 proposed

progenitors (Gaia-Enceladus, etc.), the physical processes driving the Group II ver-

sus Group III CEMP-no morphology, the origins of the recently-identified CEMP,

VMP, and UMP populations in the disk system, and the progenitors responsible for

producing CEMP stars and their various sub-classes.

I hope that the analyses contained within this document have proved both in-

formative and interesting, and thank the reader for their careful consideration of its

contents.
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APPENDIX A

CODES AND DERIVATIONS

A.1 Additional Derivations

A.1.1 Metric Coefficients (P, Q, R)

Here I derive the metric coefficients P , Q, and R for the oblate spheroidal coordi-

nate system used to construct the Stäckel potential applied in this work (see Chapter

2, Section 2.3).

The coordinate Φ is the same Φ used in cylindrical coordinate systems, which has

a metric coefficient R. By definition, P = | ∂r
∂λ
| and Q = | ∂r

∂ν
|. It may be simplest to

write r in terms of cylindrical coordinates first, as r = RR̂ + zẑ, filling in the R and

z Dejonghe and de Zeeuw (1988) provide in terms of λ, ν, α, and γ.

R2 =
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

α− γ
(A.1)

z2 =
(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

γ − α
(A.2)

We can then write:

P =

∣∣∣∣∂R∂λ R̂ +
∂z

∂λ
ẑ

∣∣∣∣ (A.3)

Q =

∣∣∣∣∂R∂ν R̂ +
∂z

∂ν
ẑ

∣∣∣∣ (A.4)

Beginning with P , we can start by calculating the two partial derivatives.
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∂R

∂λ
=

∂

∂λ

(√
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

α− γ

)

=
1

2

√
α− γ

(λ+ α)(ν + α)

∂

∂λ

(
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

α− γ

)
=

1

2

√
α− γ

(λ+ α)(ν + α)

(
ν + α

α− γ

) (A.5)

∂z

∂λ
=

∂

∂λ

(√
(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

γ − α

)

=
1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

∂

∂λ

(
(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

γ − α

)
=

1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

(
ν + γ

γ − α

) (A.6)

Now we can plug Equations A.5 and A.6 back into A.3.

P =

∣∣∣∣12
√

α− γ
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

(
ν + α

α− γ

)
R̂ +

1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

(
ν + γ

γ − α

)
ẑ

∣∣∣∣
=

√(
1

2

√
α− γ

(λ+ α)(ν + α)

(
ν + α

α− γ

))2

+

(
1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

(
ν + γ

γ − α

))2

=
1

2

√
ν + α

(λ+ α)(α− γ)
+

ν + γ

(λ+ γ)(γ − α)

=
1

2

√
1

α− γ

(
ν + α

λ+ α
− ν + γ

λ+ γ

)

=
1

2

√
1

α− γ

(
(ν + α)(λ+ γ)− (ν + γ)(λ+ α)

(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)

)

=
1

2

√
1

α− γ

(
(λ− ν)(α− γ)

(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)

)

=
1

2

√
λ− ν

(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)

(A.7)
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Squaring the result of Equation A.7 gives the P 2 value quoted in Dejonghe and

de Zeeuw (1988) and Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990) (Equation 2.29 in this work).

The metric coefficient Q can be derived in the same manner, as shown below.

∂R

∂ν
=

∂

∂ν

(√
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

α− γ

)

=
1

2

√
α− γ

(λ+ α)(ν + α)

∂

∂ν

(
(λ+ α)(ν + α)

α− γ

)
=

1

2

√
α− γ

(λ+ α)(ν + α)

(
λ+ α

α− γ

) (A.8)

∂z

∂ν
=

∂

∂ν

(√
(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

γ − α

)

=
1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

∂

∂ν

(
(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

γ − α

)
=

1

2

√
γ − α

(λ+ γ)(ν + γ)

(
λ+ γ

γ − α

) (A.9)

Now we can plug Equations A.8 and A.9 back into A.4.
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∣∣∣∣12
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(A.10)

Squaring the result of Equation A.10 gives the Q2 value quoted in Dejonghe and

de Zeeuw (1988) and Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990) (Equation 2.30 in this work).

A.1.2 Integrals of Motion

Our goal is to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation using the time-independent

function W where pi = ∂W/∂qi (Hamilton’s characteristic function).

Starting with the Hamiltonian introduced in Chapter 2, Section 2.3,

H =
p2
λ

2P 2
+

p2
φ

2R2
+

p2
ν

2Q2
+ Ψ, (A.11)

we can fill in W and E = −H to get

0 =
1

2P 2

(
∂W

∂λ

)2

+
p2

Φ

2R2
+

1

2Q2

(
∂W

∂ν

)2

+ Ψ + E. (A.12)
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Now we fill in the potential and the metric coefficients derived in the previous

section.

0 =
2(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)

(λ− ν)

(
∂W

∂λ

)2

− 2(ν + α)(ν + γ)

(λ− ν)

(
∂W

∂ν

)2

+
(α− γ)p2

Φ

2(λ+ α)(ν + α)
− (λ+ γ)G(λ)− (ν + γ)G(ν)

(λ− ν)
+ E

(A.13)

Followed by some re-arranging, below.

0 = 2(λ+ α)(λ+ γ)

(
∂W

∂λ

)2

− 2(ν + α)(ν + γ)

(
∂W

∂ν

)2

+
(λ− ν)(α− γ)p2

Φ

2(λ+ α)(ν + α)
− (λ+ γ)G(λ) + (ν + γ)G(ν) + (λ− ν)E

= 2(ν + α)(λ+ α)2(λ+ γ)

(
∂W

∂λ

)2

− 2(λ+ α)(ν + α)2(ν + γ)

(
∂W

∂ν

)2

+
1

2
(λ− ν)(α− γ)p2

Φ + (λ+ α)(ν + α)(−(λ+ γ)G(λ) + (ν + γ)G(ν))

+ (λ+ α)(ν + α)(λ− ν)E

(A.14)

The final term of the equation above can be simplified as follows:

(λ+ α)(ν + α)(λ− ν)E = (λν + λα + αν + α2)(λ− ν)E

= (λ2ν + λ2α + ανλ+ α2λ− λν2 − λαν − αν2 − α2ν)E

= (λ2ν + λ2α + α2λ− λν2 − αν2 − α2ν)E

= (λ2(ν + α) + α2(λ− ν)− ν2(λ+ α))E.

(A.15)

Combining Equations A.14 and A.15, we get an equation that separates more
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cleanly into λ, Φ, and ν terms.

0 = (ν + α)

(
2(λ+ α)2(λ+ γ)

(
∂W

∂λ

)2

− (λ+ α)(λ+ γ)G(λ) + λ2E

)

− (λ+ α)

(
2(ν + α)2(ν + γ)

(
∂W

∂ν

)2

− (ν + α)(ν + γ)G(ν) + ν2E

)

+ (λ− ν)

(
1

2
(α− γ)p2

Φ + α2E

)
= (ν + α)U(λ)− (λ+ α)U(ν) + (λ− ν)CΦ

(A.16)

Where the function U(τ) is

U(τ) = 2(τ + α)2(τ + γ)

(
∂W

∂τ

)2

− (τ + α)(τ + γ)G(τ) + τ 2E (A.17)

for τ = λ, ν and CΦ = 1
2
(α− γ)p2

Φ + α2E is a constant used for convenience.

We can show (as demonstrated below), by taking the derivatives of Equation A.16

with respect to λ and ν, that ∂U(τ)/∂τ is independent of τ , meaning the function

U(τ) must take the form jτ ± k.

0 = (ν + α)
∂U(λ)

∂λ
− U(ν) + CΦ

∂U(λ)

∂λ
=
U(ν)− CΦ

(ν + α)

(A.18)

0 = U(λ)− (λ+ α)
∂U(ν)

∂ν
− CΦ

∂U(ν)

∂ν
=
U(λ)− CΦ

(λ+ α)

(A.19)

Filling in U(τ) = jτ − k in Equation A.17, we can solve for pτ = ∂W/∂τ in terms
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of τ and the new constants j and k.

jτ − k = 2(τ + α)2(τ + γ)p2
τ − (τ + α)(τ + γ)G(τ) + τ 2E

−2(τ + α)2(τ + γ)p2
τ = −(τ + α)(τ + γ)G(τ) + τ 2E − jτ + k

−2(τ + α)p2
τ = −G(τ) +

τ 2E − jτ + k

(τ + α)(τ + γ)

p2
τ =

1

2
(τ + α)

(
G(τ) +

jτ − k − τ 2E

(τ + α)(τ + γ)

)
(A.20)

Constants j and k can then be solved using Equations A.16 and A.17. The

integrals of motion are, by convention, usually given in terms of j and k as:

I2 =
α2H + αj + k

α− γ
(A.21)

I3 =
γ2H + γj + k

γ − α
(A.22)

Solving for I2 and I3 in terms of the Cartesian coordinates gives Equations 14

and 15 from Sommer-Larsen and Zhen (1990) (given in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 of this

work).

A.2 Codes

A.2.1 Carbon Evolution Batch Submission

The following code creates an executable file which can be run on nuit, or any

machine with ccor installed, to produce an output file containing the evolutionary

carbon corrections developed by Placco et al. (2014).

import numpy as np
import argparse

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser ()
parser.add_argument("input_file", help="csv file of input data",

action="store")
parser.add_argument("output_file", help="name of file to store

output data in", action="store")
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parser.add_argument("delta_c_file", help="name of file to store
carbon corrections in", action="store")

parser.add_argument("--mrc", help="were medium -resolution
corrections already applied to logg , feh , & cfe?", action="
store_true", default=False)

args = parser.parse_args ()

input_file = args.input_file
output_file = args.output_file
dc_file = args.delta_c_file
med_res_corr = args.mrc

a1=np.genfromtxt(input_file ,names=True ,case_sensitive=’lower’,
delimiter=’,’,dtype=None)

o=open(output_file ,’w’)
o.write(’#!/bin/bash\n’)

for row in range(0,len(a1)):

if(med_res_corr ==True):
logg=a1[row][’logg_mrc ’]
feh=a1[row][’feh_mrc ’]
cfe=a1[row][’cfe_mrc ’]

else:
logg=a1[row][’logg’]
feh=a1[row][’feh’]
cfe=a1[row][’cfe’]

if( logg != -9.999 and feh != -9.999 and cfe != -9.999):
o.write(’echo -n {}, >> {}\n’.format(a1[row][’name’],dc_file))
o.write(’ccor {} {} {} >> {}\n’.format(logg , feh , cfe , dc_file))

if(row %100==0 and row !=0):
o.write(’echo "{}/{} corrections completed "\n’.format(row , len(
a1)))

o.write(’echo "\\ rall done"’)
o.close ()

A.2.2 Kinematics Mini-Pipeline

The “mini-pipeline” in Section A.2.2.1 uses galpy to derive/transform useful kine-

matic parameters (see Chapter 2) for an inputted CSV file. Section A.2.2.2 contains

the updated, Python version of the Chiba and Beers (2000) Galactic potential code

(Note: the code given in Section A.2.2.1 calls the code given in Section A.2.2.2).

A.2.2.1 dietz mini pipeline v1.py

import matplotlib
matplotlib.use(’Agg’)
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
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from galpy.util import bovy_coords as b_c
import galpy.potential as pot
from astropy import units as u
import numpy as np
from scipy.stats import norm
import math as m
import os
import datetime
import collections
import staeckel_orbit
import sys
from sys import argv , stdout

input_file = argv [1]
main_title = argv [2]
dir_name = argv [3]

final_dir_name = "{}/{} _kin".format(dir_name ,main_title)

if not os.path.exists(final_dir_name):
os.makedirs(final_dir_name)

final_dir_name = final_dir_name + "/"

output_file = "{}{} _kin.csv".format(final_dir_name ,main_title)

f = open(input_file)
o = open(output_file , ’w’)

#create array from csv file
a1 = np.genfromtxt(f, autostrip=True , delimiter=",", names=True ,

case_sensitive="lower", dtype=None)

#if using pipeline with condor
if(len(sys.argv)==6):

start = int(argv [4])
stop = int(argv [5])

else:
start = 0
stop = len(a1)

#condor option
if(stop > len(a1)):

stop = len(a1)

loop_length = stop - start

global Xsun
Xsun = 8.
global Zsun
Zsun = 0.
global vcirc
vcirc = 220.
global vsun
vsun1 = [-9.0, 12.0 + vcirc , 7.0]

global vsun2
vsun2 =[ -9. ,12. ,7.]

global N_orbits
N_orbits = 1000
print "\n"

#returns (heliocentric & galactocentric) x,y,z
def xyz(req_dict):

#get heliocentric position
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x_hc , y_hc , z_hc = b_c.lbd_to_XYZ(req_dict[’l’], req_dict[’b’],
req_dict[’dist’], degree=True)

#get galactocentric position
x_gc , y_gc , z_gc = b_c.XYZ_to_galcenrect(x_hc , y_hc , z_hc , Xsun ,
Zsun)

return float(x_gc), y_gc , float(z_gc)

#returns (heliocentric & galactocentric) cartesian velocities
def uvw(req_dict):

#get vx, vy, vz (heliocentric) in R-handed coord. syst.
u, v, w = b_c.vrpmllpmbb_to_vxvyvz(req_dict[’rv’], req_dict[’pml’
], req_dict[’pmb’], req_dict[’l’], req_dict[’b’], req_dict[’dist’
], XYZ=False , degree=True)

#get vx, vy, vz (galactocentric) in L-handed coord syst (corrected
for sun & disk motion)

vx_gc , vy_gc , vz_gc = b_c.vxvyvz_to_galcenrect(u, v, w, vsun1 ,
Xsun , Zsun)

return u, v, w, float(vx_gc), vy_gc , float(vz_gc)

#returns (L-handed) galactocentric cylindrical coords
def cyl_coords(calc_dict):

R, phi , z = b_c.rect_to_cyl(calc_dict[’x_gc’],calc_dict[’y_gc’],
calc_dict[’z_gc’])

return R, phi

#returns (L-handed) galactocentric cylindrical velocities
def cylindrical_vs(calc_dict):

vRg , vTg , vZg = b_c.rect_to_cyl_vec(calc_dict[’vx_gc’],calc_dict[’
vy_gc ’],calc_dict[’vz_gc ’],calc_dict[’x_gc’],calc_dict[’y_gc’],
calc_dict[’z_gc’])

return vRg , vTg

#returns uncertainties in u,v,w
def uvw_unc(req_dict , opt_dict):

cov_radec=np.zeros ((2,2))
cov_radec [0 ,0]= opt_dict[’epmra ’]**2
cov_radec [1 ,1]= opt_dict[’epmdec ’]**2

covar_pmllbb=b_c.cov_pmrapmdec_to_pmllpmbb(cov_radec , req_dict[’ra
’], req_dict[’dec’], degree=True , epoch =2000.0)

cov_vxvyvz=b_c.cov_dvrpmllbb_to_vxyz(req_dict[’dist’], opt_dict[’
edist ’], opt_dict[’erv’], req_dict[’pml’], req_dict[’pmb’],
covar_pmllbb , req_dict[’l’], req_dict[’b’] , plx=False , degree=
True)

du=vx_e=m.sqrt(cov_vxvyvz [0,0])
dv=vy_e=m.sqrt(cov_vxvyvz [1,1])
dw=vz_e=m.sqrt(cov_vxvyvz [2,2])

return du, dv, dw

#returns a dict of orbital parameters from staeckel_orbit.py
def orbit_1_staeckel(req_dict , calc_dict):
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returned_orb = staeckel_orbit.run(req_dict , calc_dict)

if( -9.999 in returned_orb):
returned_orb[’bound’]= False

return returned_orb

#returns orbital parameter uncertainties
def orbit_N(method ,req_dict , opt_dict , calc_dict):

count_orbits =0.

orbit_params ={’Energy ’:[], ’L_z’:[], ’L_p’:[], ’I_3’:[], ’Z_max’
:[],

’ecc’:[], ’r_apo’:[], ’r_peri ’:[], ’R_apo_P ’:[], ’R_peri_P ’:[]}

orbit_unc ={’Energy_unc ’:-9.999, ’L_z_unc ’:-9.999, ’L_p_unc ’
:-9.999, ’I_3_unc ’:-9.999, ’Z_max_unc ’:-9.999,

’ecc_unc ’:-9.999, ’r_apo_unc ’:-9.999, ’r_peri_unc ’:-9.999, ’
R_apo_P_unc ’:-9.999, ’R_peri_P_unc ’:-9.999, ’N_orbits ’: -9.999}

#loop over N orbits
for i in range(0,N_orbits):

#generate input parameters by randomly selecting from a normal
distribution with spread = input uncertainty
rand_dict = req_params.copy()

rand_dict[’dist’] = np.random.normal(loc=req_dict["dist"], scale
=opt_dict["edist"])
rand_dict[’rv’] = np.random.normal(loc=req_dict["rv"], scale=
opt_dict["erv"])

rand_dict[’pmra’] = np.random.normal(loc=req_dict["pmra"], scale
=opt_dict["epmra"])
rand_dict[’pmdec ’] = np.random.normal(loc=req_dict["pmdec"],

scale=opt_dict["epmdec"])

rand_dict[’pml’], rand_dict[’pmb’] = b_c.pmrapmdec_to_pmllpmbb(
rand_dict[’pmra’], rand_dict[’pmdec ’], req_dict[’ra’], req_dict[’
dec’], degree=True , epoch =2000.0)

#use randomly generated input parameters to calculate positions ,
velocities
rand_x , rand_y , rand_z = xyz(rand_dict)
rand_u , rand_v , rand_w , rand_vx_gc , rand_vy_gc , rand_vz_gc = uvw

(rand_dict)

rand_calc_dict=collections.OrderedDict ([(’x_gc’,rand_x),(’y_gc’,
rand_y),(’z_gc’,rand_z),
(’u’,rand_u) ,(’v’,rand_v) ,(’w’,rand_w),
(’vx_gc ’,rand_vx_gc) ,(’vy_gc ’,rand_vy_gc) ,(’vz_gc ’,rand_vz_gc),
(’R’ ,-9.999) ,(’phi’ ,-9.999) ,(’vRg’ ,-9.999) ,(’vTg’ ,-9.999)])

rand_calc_dict[’R’], rand_calc_dict[’phi’] = cyl_coords(
rand_calc_dict)
rand_calc_dict[’vRg’], rand_calc_dict[’vTg’] = cylindrical_vs(
rand_calc_dict)

returned_orb = orbit_1_staeckel(rand_dict ,rand_calc_dict)

for key in returned_orb:
if(returned_orb[’bound’]== True and key in orbit_params):

orbit_params[key]. append(returned_orb[key])
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if(returned_orb[’bound’]== True):
count_orbits +=1.

orbit_unc[’N_orbits ’] = count_orbits

fits_dir_name = "{}{} _uncertainty_fits".format(final_dir_name ,
method)

if not os.path.exists(fits_dir_name):
os.makedirs(fits_dir_name)

fits_dir_name = fits_dir_name + "/"

f, axarr = plt.subplots (5,2, figsize =(12, 10))

row_num = 0
col_num = 0

for key in orbit_params:

data = orbit_params[key]

#fit a gaussian to the randomly generated orbital parameters
mu , std = norm.fit(data)

#uncertainty on parameter = standard dev of fit
orbit_unc[’{}_unc’.format(key)]=std

#plot the histogram
axarr[row_num ,col_num ].hist(data , bins=25, normed=True ,
facecolor=’none’, edgecolor="black", histtype="step")

#plot the fit
xmin , xmax = axarr[row_num ,col_num ]. get_xlim ()
x = np.linspace(xmin , xmax , 100)
p = norm.pdf(x, mu, std)
axarr[row_num ,col_num ].plot(x, p, ’k’, linewidth =2)

#plot the calculated parameter value
axarr[row_num ,col_num ]. axvline(x=calc_dict[key], color=’b’, ls =

’--’, lw=2)

#plot the mean of the fit
axarr[row_num ,col_num ]. axvline(x=mu, color=’k’, lw =2)

axarr[row_num ,col_num ]. set_title("{} (mu = {}, std = {})".format
(key , round(mu ,2), round(std ,2)))

if(col_num ==0):
col_num +=1

else:
col_num =0
row_num +=1

plt.tight_layout ()
plt.savefig("{}{}_{}_{} _fits.png".format(fits_dir_name ,main_title ,
req_dict[’name’],method))

plt.close()

return orbit_unc

def calculate ():

global req_params
global opt_params
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global calc_params

bad_input = False

#check for invalid required params
for key in req_params:

if(key != "name"):
if((m.isnan(float(req_params[key]))==True) or (req_params[key

]== -9.999) or (req_params[key ]== -9999.9)):
bad_input = True

if(isinstance(req_params[key], str)==True):
bad_input = True

#valid required params , continue to calculations
if(bad_input == False):

#get heliocentric & galactocentric x,y,z
calc_params[’x_gc’], calc_params[’y_gc’], calc_params[’z_gc’] =

xyz(req_params)

#calculate galactocentric distance
calc_params[’R_gal ’]=np.sqrt(calc_params[’x_gc’]**2+ calc_params[

’y_gc’]**2+ calc_params[’z_gc’]**2)

#get heliocentric & galactocentric cartesian velocities
calc_params[’u’], calc_params[’v’], calc_params[’w’],
calc_params[’vx_gc ’], calc_params[’vy_gc ’], calc_params[’vz_gc ’]
= uvw(req_params)

#get cylindrical coordinates
calc_params[’R’], calc_params[’phi’] = cyl_coords(calc_params)

#get cylindrical velocities
calc_params[’vRg’], calc_params[’vTg’] = cylindrical_vs(
calc_params)

staeckel_orb = orbit_1_staeckel(req_params ,calc_params)
for key in calc_params:

if(key in staeckel_orb):
calc_params[key]= staeckel_orb[key]

uncert_list = [opt_params[’epmra ’],opt_params[’epmdec ’],
opt_params[’erv’],opt_params[’edist ’]]

calc_uncert = True

#check for invalid uncertainty params
for err in uncert_list:

if((m.isnan(float(err))==True) or (err == -9.999) or (err
== -9999.9)):

calc_uncert = False
if(isinstance(err , str)==True):

calc_uncert = False

#valid uncertainty params , continue to calculations
if(calc_uncert ==True):

staeckel_orb_unc = orbit_N("staeckel",req_params ,opt_params ,
calc_params)

for key in calc_params:
if key in staeckel_orb_unc:

calc_params[key]= staeckel_orb_unc[key]

#invalid required params
if(bad_input ==True):

no_xyz = False
for key in [’l’,’b’,’dist’]:
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if((m.isnan(float(req_params[key]))==True) or (req_params[key
]== -9.999)):

no_xyz = True
if(isinstance(req_params[key], str)==True):

no_xyz = True

if(no_xyz == False):
#get galactocentric x,y,z
calc_params[’x_gc’], calc_params[’y_gc’], calc_params[’z_gc’]

= xyz(req_params)
#calculate galactocentric distance
calc_params[’R_gal ’]=np.sqrt(calc_params[’x_gc’]**2+

calc_params[’y_gc’]**2+ calc_params[’z_gc’]**2)
#get cylindrical coordinates
calc_params[’R’], calc_params[’phi’] = cyl_coords(calc_params)

if( -9.999 not in [opt_params[’edist’],opt_params[’epmra’],
opt_params[’epmdec ’]]):
#get uncertainties in u,v,w
calc_params[’du’], calc_params[’dv’], calc_params[’dw’] =
uvw_unc(req_params , opt_params)

for key in req_params:
o.write("{},".format(req_params[key]))

for key in opt_params:
o.write("{},".format(opt_params[key]))

for key in calc_params:
o.write("{},".format(calc_params[key]))

#get rid of that last comma & add a new line
o.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END)
o.truncate ()
o.write("\n")

#function calls all conversion sub -functions
def convert ():

global req_params

#if position given in ra & dec , convert to l & b
if(req_params.get(’l’)== -9.999):

req_params[’l’], req_params[’b’] = b_c.radec_to_lb(req_params[’
ra’], req_params[’dec’], degree=True , epoch =2000.0)

#if position given in l & b, convert to ra & dec
if(req_params.get(’ra’)== -9.999):

req_params[’ra’], req_params[’dec’] = b_c.lb_to_radec(req_params
[’l’], req_params[’b’], degree=True , epoch =2000.0)

#if proper motion given in pmra & pmdec , convert to pml & pmb
if(req_params.get(’pml’)== -9.999):

req_params[’pml’], req_params[’pmb’] = b_c.pmrapmdec_to_pmllpmbb
(req_params[’pmra’], req_params[’pmdec ’], req_params[’ra’],
req_params[’dec’], degree=True , epoch =2000.0)

#cycle through rows of data , perform conversions & calculations
def loop():

global req_params
global opt_params
global calc_params

#write output file header
for key in req_params:

o.write("{},".format(key))
for key in opt_params:
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o.write("{},".format(key))
for key in calc_params:

o.write("{},".format(key))

#get rid of that last comma & add a new line
o.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END)
o.truncate ()
o.write("\n")

#function that lets you rename dict keys
def change_key(dict , old_key , new_key):

dict[new_key] = dict.pop(old_key)

#---start looping through stars

#for row in range(0, loop_length):
for row in range(start ,stop):

#print a progress statement
stdout.write("\r{}/{}: {}".format(row+1,loop_length ,a1[row][’

name’]))
stdout.flush()

reset()

#-------start filling param dicts

for param_key in req_params:
try:

#if star has the required param , store it
req_params[param_key] = a1[row][ param_key]

except:
#if not , move on
pass

for param_key in opt_params:
try:

#if star has the optional param , store it
opt_params[param_key] = a1[row][ param_key]

except:
#if not , move on
pass

#-------end filling param dicts

req_params[’pmra’] = float(req_params[’pmra’])
opt_params[’epmra ’] = float(opt_params[’epmra ’])
req_params[’pmdec ’] = float(req_params[’pmdec ’])
opt_params[’epmdec ’] = float(opt_params[’epmdec ’])
req_params[’pml’] = float(req_params[’pml’])
req_params[’pmb’] = float(req_params[’pmb’])

convert ()
calculate ()

#---end looping through stars

print("\noriginal number of stars: {}\n".format(loop_length))

#param dicts
global req_params
global opt_params
global calc_params

#reset param dict vals
def reset():
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global req_params
global opt_params
global calc_params

#params that must be given
req_params=collections.OrderedDict ([(’name’,’None’),
(’ra’ ,-9.999), (’dec’ ,-9.999),
(’pmra’ ,-9.999), (’pmdec ’ ,-9.999),
(’l’ ,-9.999), (’b’ ,-9.999),
(’pml’ ,-9.999), (’pmb’ ,-9.999),
(’rv’ ,-9.999), (’dist’ ,-9.999)])

#extra params
opt_params=collections.OrderedDict ([(’epmra ’ ,-9.999), (’epmdec ’
,-9.999),

(’erv’ ,-9.999), (’edist ’ ,-9.999),
(’kin_in ’,None)])

#params that will be calculated
calc_params=collections.OrderedDict ([(’x_gc’ ,-9.999) ,(’y_gc’
,-9.999) ,(’z_gc’ ,-9.999) ,(’R_gal’ ,-9.999),

(’u’ ,-9.999) ,(’du’ ,-9.999) ,(’v’ ,-9.999) ,(’dv’ ,-9.999) ,(’w’ ,-9.999)
,(’dw’ ,-9.999),

(’vx_gc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’vy_gc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’vz_gc ’ ,-9.999),
(’R’ ,-9.999) ,(’phi’ ,-9.999) ,(’vRg’ ,-9.999) ,(’vTg’ ,-9.999),
(’N_orbits ’ ,-9.999) ,(’bound ’,False),
(’Energy ’ ,-9.999) ,(’Energy_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’L_z’ ,-9.999) ,(’L_z_unc ’
,-9.999) ,(’L_p’ ,-9.999) ,(’L_p_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’I_3’ ,-9.999) ,(’
I_3_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’Z_max’ ,-9.999) ,(’Z_max_unc ’ ,-9.999),

(’ecc’ ,-9.999) ,(’ecc_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’r_apo ’ ,-9.999) ,(’r_apo_unc ’
,-9.999) ,(’r_peri ’ ,-9.999) ,(’r_peri_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’R_apo_P ’
,-9.999) ,(’R_apo_P_unc ’ ,-9.999) ,(’R_peri_P ’ ,-9.999) ,(’
R_peri_P_unc ’ ,-9.999)])

reset()
loop()

f.close ()
o.close ()

A.2.2.2 staeckel orbit.py

import numpy as np
import math as m
import collections

#input file:
#x, y, z, R, dist , u, v, w, v_r , v_phi , v_x , v_y

# output file:
#e, r_max , r_min , R_max , R_min , Z_max , E, L_z , (L_x^2+L_y^2)^1/2,

I_3 , Z_max
#e : signed e (>0 for prograde , <0 for retrograde)
#r_max , r_min : maximum and minimum galactocentric radii (kpc)
#R_max , R_min : maximum and minimum distances along the galactic

plane (kpc)
#Z_max : maximum distance away from the galactic plane (kpc)

#For unbound stars , the value ’-9.999’ is assigned.

#E : total energy ((km/s)^2) (<0 for bound stars)
#L_i : i-component of angular momentum (kpc km/s)
#I_3 : 3rd integral of motion ((kpc km/s)^2)
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def run(req_dict , calc_dict):
#nmdat = 200000

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo
global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr ,vz ,vp ,lambda_ ,nu ,vlam ,vnu #phas
global energy ,I_2 ,I_3 #inte
global eccentricity ,elsecc ,cradecc ,abun #feoh
global rmin ,rmax ,crmin ,crmax ,zeta ,zmax #apoc

global gmb , b, vesc #els

#set basic parameters
set_params ()

#set up tau array
mesh()

#set file names
#read file

#read data , derive eccentricities and write results

unbound_count = 0

#data = np.genfromtxt(input_file ,delimiter=’,’,names=True ,
case_sensitive =" lower",dtype=None)

#nmdat = len(data)
nmdat = 1

x = calc_dict[’x_gc’]
y = calc_dict[’y_gc’]
z = calc_dict[’z_gc’]
r = calc_dict[’R’]
dist = req_dict[’dist’]
vx = calc_dict[’vx_gc’]
vy = calc_dict[’vy_gc’]
vz = calc_dict[’vz_gc’]
vr = calc_dict[’vRg’]
vp = calc_dict[’vTg’]

global is_bound
is_bound = 1
#if distance is negative , kick out
if(dist <= 0.):

is_bound = -1
getecc ()
#all values will be " -9.999"

#get orbital parameters from Staeckel potential

#determine (lambda ,nu) from (R,z)
position ()

#determine (v_lambda ,v_nu) from (vr,vz,lambda_ ,nu,z)
transform_velocities ()

#determine (E,I_2 ,I_3)
get_EI2I3 ()

#get boundaries of orbits
gbound ()

vtot =0.
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if(is_bound == 0):
unbound_count = unbound_count + 1
vtot = m.sqrt( vr**2 + vp**2 + vz**2 )
#o6.write (" unbound: {}\ nvtot = {}\n". format(unbound_count ,vtot))
#print "unbound: {}\ nvtot = {}\n". format(unbound_count ,vtot)

#get eccentricities & write ’ecc.out’
getecc ()

if(vp >= 0.):
rsignecc = eccentricity

if(vp < 0.):
rsignecc = eccentricity

if(eccentricity < -9.):
rsignecc = -9.999

#o20.write ("{} ,{} ,{} ,{} ,{} ,{}\n". format(rsignecc ,rmax ,rmin ,crmax ,
crmin ,zmax))

#angular momentum
rlz = r * vp
rlx = y * vz - z * vy
rly = z * vx - x * vz
rlt = m.sqrt( rlx**2 + rly**2 )

true_energy = -energy

#o40.write ("{} ,{} ,{} ,{} ,{}\n". format(true_energy ,rlz ,rlt ,I_3 ,zmax)
)

#o6.write ("the number of stars employed ={}\n". format(i-1))
#o6.write ("the number of unbound stars ={}\n". format(unbound_count)
)

bound = False
if(is_bound ==1):

bound = True

return_dict = collections.OrderedDict ([(’Energy ’,true_energy) ,(’
L_z’,rlz),(’L_p’,rlt),(’I_3’,I_3),(’Z_max’,zmax),

(’ecc’,rsignecc) ,(’r_apo ’,rmax) ,(’r_peri ’,rmin) ,(’R_apo_P ’,crmax)
,(’R_peri_P ’,crmin),(’bound’,bound)])

return return_dict

#set the ELS potential
#see Chiba & Yoshii 1998 appendix
def set_params ():

global gmb , b, vesc #els
global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo

#ELS potential at solar dist. = -GM/(b + bq)
#where q = m.sqrt( (rsun/b)**2 + 1. )
#M is disk mass
#b is scale length

#can evaluate b & q using definitions of vesc and vsun

vesc = 500.

rsun = 8.
vsun = 220.

q = 1. / ( 1. - (m.sqrt (2.)*vsun/vesc)**2 )
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#c = m.sqrt( q**2 - 1.)
b = rsun / m.sqrt( q**2 - 1.)

#now can evaluate for gm/b
gmb = (vsun **2) * q / (q - 1.)

#gmb = vsun * (1. + q) * m.sqrt(q)/m.sqrt( q**2 - 1.)
#gmb = gmb**2

#set Staeckel potential
rt = 200.

#disk parameters (perfect oblate disk)

gamma_dummy = 0.125
del2 = 4.0**2
neg_gamma = gamma_dummy **2
neg_alpha = del2 + neg_gamma
neg_alpha_sqrt = m.sqrt( neg_alpha )
q = gamma_dummy / neg_alpha_sqrt

#halo parameters (s=2 model)

disk_mass = 9.0 * (10**10)
rho_0 = 2.45 * (10**7)
c = 6.0
c2 = c**2
sah2 = del2 + c**2
sah = m.sqrt( sah2 )
qh = c / sah

#COMMENT
def mesh():

nm = 10001

global tau_array #arry
tau_array = [None] * nm
global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

tmax = m.log10 (40000.)
tmin = m.log10(neg_gamma + (1. * m.pow (10. ,-4.)) * neg_gamma )
dt = (tmax - tmin) / float(nm)

#CHECK ALL nm RANGES BEFORE FINAL VER
for i in range (0,nm):

dum = tmin + dt * (i)
tau_array[i] = 10.** dum

#get e_ELS , R_max , and R_min from ELS potential
# def gels(elsecc ,elsrmax ,elsrmin):
#
# global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr,vz,vp,lambda_ ,nu,vlam ,vnu #phas
# global gmb , b, vesc #els
#
# #(1) energy and angular momentum
#
# elsene = felsene(vr,vp,r)
# elsang = felsang(vp,r)
#
# if(elsene >= 0.):
# #unbounded
# elsecc = -9.999
# elsrmax = -9.999
# return
#
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# #(2) R_min , R_max , and e_ELS
#
# #neg_alpha , beta , and gamma
# ralp2 = 1. + 4.*gmb * (b/elsang)**2
# rgam = (gmb - 2.* elsene) * (b/elsang)**2 / ralp2
# rbet2 = rgam **2 + 2.* elsene * (b/elsang)**2 / ralp2
# ralp = m.sqrt(ralp2)
# rbet = m.sqrt(rbet2)
#
# #R_min , R_max , and e_ELS
# r1 = m.sqrt( 1. - 2.*(rgam -rbet) ) * b / (rgam - rbet)
#
# if(( rgam+rbet ) > 0.5):
# r2 = 0.
# else:
# r2 = m.sqrt( 1. - 2.*( rgam+rbet) ) * b / (rgam + rbet)
#
# elsecc = ( r1 - r2 ) / ( r1 + r2 )
# elsrmax = r1
# elsrmin = r2
#
# def felsene(vr,vp,r):
#
# global gmb , b, vesc #els
# felsene = 0.5 * ( vr**2 + vp**2 ) - gmb / ( 1. + m.sqrt( r**2 /

b**2 + 1. ) )
#
# def felsang(vp,r):
#
# felsang = r * vp

#G(tau) for disk
def G_disk(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo

G_grav = 4.3013 * (10**( -6))
eps = 1. * (10**( -11))

#perfect oblate disk

dum = t - neg_gamma

if(dum > eps):
#from equ. (7) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
G_disk = ((2.* G_grav*disk_mass) / (m.pi*m.sqrt(t-neg_gamma))) *

m.atan(m.sqrt((t-neg_gamma)/neg_gamma))
elif(dum <= eps):

#small angle approx
#arctan(theta)~theta , so can simplify equation
G_disk = 2.* G_grav*disk_mass/m.pi/m.sqrt(neg_gamma)

return G_disk

#G(tau) for halo (0 at origin)
def fgh(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo

G_grav = 4.3013 * (10**( -6))
eps = 1. * (10**( -11))
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#s=2 model halo of de Zeeuw et al. (1986)

dum = t - neg_gamma

#possible sign error below , check later

if(dum > eps):

b = del2 + c2 - neg_alpha

#from second line of equ. (9) from Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
dum1 = m.log( (del2+neg_gamma+b)/( neg_gamma+b) ) - (t-neg_gamma+
del2)/2./(t-neg_gamma) * m.log( (t+b)/( neg_gamma+b) )

#from third & fourth lines of equ. (9) from Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
dum2 = 1./m.sqrt(t-neg_gamma) * m.atan( m.sqrt( (t-neg_gamma)/(
neg_gamma+b) ) ) - 1./m.sqrt(del2) * m.atan( m.sqrt(del2)/m.sqrt(
neg_gamma+b) )

#combine the above two parts ...
fgh = dum1 + (del2 -neg_gamma -b)/m.sqrt(neg_gamma+b) * dum2

#...and multiply by the terms in the first line of equ. (9) from
Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
fgh = - 4.*m.pi*G_grav*rho_0 * (-neg_gamma -b) * fgh

elif(dum <= eps):
#use small angle approx & Taylor expansion of ln to simplify fgh
b = del2 + c2 - neg_alpha
dum1 = m.log( (del2+neg_gamma+b)/( neg_gamma+b) ) - del2 /2./(
neg_gamma+b)
dum2 = 1./m.sqrt(neg_gamma+b) - 1./m.sqrt(del2) * m.atan( m.sqrt

(del2)/m.sqrt(neg_gamma+b) )
fgh = dum1 + (del2 -neg_gamma -b)/m.sqrt(neg_gamma+b) * dum2
fgh = - 4.*m.pi*G_grav*rho_0 * (-neg_gamma -b) * fgh

return fgh

#G(tau) for halo (0 at the cutoff radius)
def G_halo(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo

lambda_d = rt**2 + neg_alpha

cons = fgh(lambda_d) + G_disk(lambda_d)

G_halo = fgh(t) - cons

return G_halo

#G(tau) for disk + halo
#from equ. (6) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
def G(t):

G = G_disk(t) + G_halo(t)

return G

#dG(tau)/dtau for potential
def dG_dt(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk
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global sah ,c,sah2 ,c2 ,qh ,rho_0 ,rt #halo
#perfect oblate disk + s=2 model halo of de Zeeuw et al. (1986)

G_grav = 4.3013 * m.pow (10. ,-6.)

#this is probably a mistake
#dG_disk_dt = m.sqrt( t - neg_gamma ) / gamma_dummy * ( 1./(1.+
dG_disk_dt **2) - atan(dG_disk_dt) / dG_disk_dt )

#debugging
#print "t = {}". format(t)
#print "gamma_dummy = {}". format(gamma_dummy)

dG_disk_dt = m.sqrt(t-neg_gamma)/gamma_dummy
dG_disk_dt = (G_grav*disk_mass /(m.pi*( gamma_dummy **3)*( dG_disk_dt
**2))) * ( (1./(1.+( dG_disk_dt **2))) - (m.atan(dG_disk_dt)/
dG_disk_dt) )

b = sah2 - neg_alpha
p = m.sqrt( (t-neg_gamma) / (neg_gamma+b) )
dum1 = del2/(t-neg_gamma) * m.log( (t+b)/( neg_gamma+b) ) - (t-
neg_gamma+del2)/(t+b)

dum2 = (del2 -neg_gamma -b)/( neg_gamma+b) * ( 1./(1.+p**2) - m.atan(
p) / p )

dG_halo_dt = 2.*m.pi*G_grav*rho_0 * (neg_gamma+b)/(t-neg_gamma) *
( dum1 + dum2 )

dG_dt = dG_disk_dt + dG_halo_dt

return dG_dt

#Phi(tau) for potential
#from equ. (5) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
def phi(lambda_ ,nu):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

phi = -((lambda_ -neg_gamma) * G(lambda_) - (nu -neg_gamma) * G(nu))
/ (lambda_ - nu)

return phi

#for B(tau)
#from equ. (13) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen?
def B(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global energy ,I_2 ,I_3 #inte

#debugging
# print "t={}". format(t)
# print "neg_alpha ={}". format(neg_alpha)
# print "E={}". format(energy)
# print "neg_gamma ={}". format(neg_gamma)
# print "I2={}". format(I_2)
# print "I3={}". format(I_3)
# print "G(t)={}". format(G(t))

B = - (t-neg_alpha)*(t-neg_gamma) * energy - (t-neg_gamma) * I_2 -
(t-neg_alpha) * I_3 + (t-neg_alpha)*(t-neg_gamma) * G(t)
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return B

#for dB(tau)/dtau
def dB_dt(t):

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global energy ,I_2 ,I_3 #inte

dB_dt = - (2.*t-neg_alpha -neg_gamma) * energy - I_2 - I_3 + (2.*t-
neg_alpha -neg_gamma) * G(t) + (t-neg_alpha)*(t-neg_gamma) * dG_dt
(t)

return dB_dt

#determine (lambda_ ,nu) from (R,z) (* cylindrical* coords)
#start w/ 1 = R**2/( tau+alpha) + z**2( tau+gamma)
#lambda and nu are the roots of this equation
#rearrange as A*tau**2 + B*tau + C = 0
#solve quadratic equation to get lambda and nu
def position ():

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr ,vz ,vp ,lambda_ ,nu ,vlam ,vnu #phas

#A = 1, unneeded
neg_B = neg_alpha + neg_gamma + r**2 + z**2
C = neg_alpha*neg_gamma + neg_gamma*r**2 + neg_alpha*z**2
lambda_ = 0.5 * ( neg_B + m.sqrt( neg_B **2 - 4.*C ) )
nu = 0.5 * ( neg_B - m.sqrt( neg_B **2 - 4.*C ) )

#determine (v_lam ,v_nu) for given (vr,vz,lambda_ ,nu,z)
#literal black magic
def transform_velocities ():

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr ,vz ,vp ,lambda_ ,nu ,vlam ,vnu #phas

cos_theta = (lambda_ -neg_gamma)*(nu-neg_alpha)/(neg_gamma -
neg_alpha)/(lambda_ -nu)

cos_theta = m.sqrt( cos_theta )
sin_theta = (lambda_ -neg_alpha)*(nu-neg_gamma)/(neg_alpha -
neg_gamma)/(lambda_ -nu)

sin_theta = m.sqrt( sin_theta )

#this is how sign funct. works in fortran
def sign(a,b):

c=None
if(b >=0.):

c = abs(a)
elif(b<0.):

c = -abs(a)
return c

vlam = cos_theta * vr + sin_theta * sign (1.0,z) * vz
vnu = - sin_theta * vr + cos_theta * sign (1.0,z) * vz

#determine (E,I_2 ,I_3) from (v_lam ,v_p ,v_nu ,lambda_ ,nu) and (v_x ,v_y
,v_z ,x,y,z,R)

def get_EI2I3 ():

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr ,vz ,vp ,lambda_ ,nu ,vlam ,vnu #phas
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global energy ,I_2 ,I_3 #inte

#negative of the Hamiltonian , from equ. (10) & equ. (12) in Sommer
-Larsen & Zhen

energy = 0.5 * (vlam **2 + vp**2 + vnu **2) + phi(lambda_ ,nu)
energy = - energy

#from equ. (14) and equ. (12) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
I_2 = 0.5 * ( r * vp )**2

L_x = y * vz - z * vy
L_y = z * vx - x * vz

#from equ. (15) in Sommer -Larsen & Zhen
I_3 = 0.5 * (L_x**2 + L_y **2) + del2 * ( 0.5 * vz**2 - z**2 * ( G
(lambda_) - G(nu) )/( lambda_ - nu) )

def wrfb():

nm = 10001

global tau_array

for i in range(0,nm):
tau = tau_array[i]

bt = B(tau)
bt = bt / (10**6)
o20.write("{},{}".format(tau ,bt))

#get boundaries of orbits
def gbound ():

nm = 10001

global tau_array
global x,y,vx,vy,r,z,vr ,vz ,vp ,lambda_ ,nu ,vlam ,vnu #phas
global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global energy ,I_2 ,I_3 #inte
global atsol #boun

global is_bound

#at_solution?
atsol = [None] * 3

B_array = [None] * nm
t_initial_array = [None] * 3

#small numbers?
epsilon_array = [10**( -5) ,10**(-3) ,10**(-3)]

#(0) skip for unbounded orbits

if(energy < 0.):
is_bound = 0
return

else:
is_bound = 1

#(1) search three nearest solutions: t_initial_array (3)

for i in range(0,nm):
tau = tau_array[i]
B_array[i] = B(tau)
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j_initial = 0

#CHECK THIS RANGE
for i in range(0,nm -1):

#debugging
#print "loop {}/{}". format(i,nm)

dum = B_array[i] * B_array[i+1]

#if B transitioning from + to - or from - to +
if(dum <= 0.):

j_initial = j_initial + 1
if((j_initial -1) ==0):

t_initial_array[j_initial -1] = tau_array[i]
elif((j_initial -1) ==1):

t_initial_array[j_initial -1] = tau_array[i+1]
else:

t_initial_array[j_initial -1] = tau_array[i+1]
#only look for 3 transitions /"zero points"
if((j_initial -1) ==2):

break

#if B doesn ’t transition 3 times , star is unbound
if(j_initial < 3):

#print (" failed for 3 nearest solutions\n")
#print (" R = {}, z = {}". format(r,z))
is_bound = 0
return

#(2) search 3 exact solutions by Newton method

for j in [0,1,2]:

t_initial = t_initial_array[j]

#CHECK THIS RANGE
for k in range (1 ,200):

t_next = t_initial - B(t_initial) / dB_dt(t_initial)
dum = abs(t_next - t_initial) / t_next
if(dum < epsilon_array[j]):

atsol[j] = t_next
break

else:
if(k < 200):

t_initial = t_next
else:

o6.write("failed for exact solutions , for j=".format(j))
is_bound = 0

#get eccentricities in the Staeckel potential
def getecc ():

global neg_alpha_sqrt ,gamma_dummy ,neg_alpha ,neg_gamma ,q,del2 ,
disk_mass #disk

global eccentricity ,elsecc ,cradecc ,abun #feoh
global rmin ,rmax ,crmin ,crmax ,zeta ,zmax #apoc
global atsol #boun

global is_bound

#unbound
if( is_bound <= 0. ):

eccentricity = -9.999
elsecc = -9.999
cradecc = -9.999
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rmax = -9.999
crmax = -9.999
rmin = -9.999
crmin = -9.999
zeta = -9.999
zmax = -9.999
return

nu0 = atsol [0]
lambda_1 = atsol [1]
lambda_2 = atsol [2]

if(nu0 <= neg_gamma):
#print ("nu0 <= neg_gamma ")
pass

if(nu0 >= lambda_1):
#print ("nu0 >= lambda_1 ")
eccentricity = -9.999
elsecc = -9.999
cradecc = -9.999
rmax = -9.999
crmax = -9.999
rmin = -9.999
crmin = -9.999
zeta = -9.999
zmax = -9.999
return

#(1) eccentricity in r
rmax = m.sqrt(( lambda_2 - neg_alpha ) + ( nu0 - neg_gamma ))

try:
rmin = m.sqrt(lambda_1 - neg_alpha)

except:
rmin = -9.999

eccentricity = ( rmax - rmin ) / ( rmax + rmin )

#(2) eccentricity in R
crmax = m.sqrt(lambda_2 - neg_alpha)

try:
crmin = m.sqrt(lambda_1 - neg_alpha)

except:
crmin = -9.999

cradecc = ( crmax - crmin ) / ( crmax + crmin )

#(3) width in the nu direction
zeta = m.sqrt( nu0 - neg_gamma )

#this is probably a mistake
#zmax = m.sqrt(( lambda_2 - neg_gamma ) * ( nu0 - neg_gamma ))

zmax = m.sqrt ((( lambda_2 - neg_gamma ) * ( nu0 - neg_gamma )) / (
neg_alpha - neg_gamma))

A.2.3 Condor Kinematics Batch Submission

This section includes example codes for the HTCondor submission process. In this

example, kinematic parameters are being derived for the Chen et al. (2014) (C14) of

Chapter 5.
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Three programs are required: 1) an executable that runs the kinematic pipeline

program given in Section A.2.2 for small chunks of the input file (Section A.2.3.1),

2) an HTCondor submission script that, essentially, runs the executable for all small

chunks of the input file, distributing these small jobs to multiple idle workstations

across the network (Section A.2.3.2), and 3) a Python program that combines the

many small output files, which must be manually run by the user once all HTCondor

jobs have completed (Section A.2.3.3).

A.2.3.1 executable chen14.sh

#!/bin/bash

job_num=$1 #job number currently being processed
input_file="chen14_kin_input_v2.csv" #input file to process
main_dir="chen14" #name of dir to store files in
main_name="chen14_unc" #name -tag to assign to output files
num_per =2 #stars to process per job
base_add =0 #num jobs prev submitted (if multiple submit files needed

)

start=$(echo "$num_per *( $job_num+$base_add)" | bc) #first star to
run this job

stop=$(echo "$start+$num_per" | bc) #last star to run this job

condor_base =/afs/crc.nd.edu/user/s/sdietz/condor_stuff/

#make new dir for every 1000 files
dir_num=$(echo "($job_num+$base_add)/1000./1" | bc)
dir_name="${main_dir }/ runs_$dir_num/"

file_num=$(echo "$job_num+$base_add" | bc)
file_name="${main_name}_run_$file_num" #where to store kin output

#save stuff in a temporary dir (transfer at end)
tmp_dir=$(/usr/bin/mktemp -d)
tmp_save_dir="$tmp_dir/$dir_name"
mkdir -p $tmp_save_dir

module load python /2.7.14

# Copy necessary files over for local processing (/tmp)
cp ${condor_base }/ dietz_mini_pipeline_v1.py ${tmp_dir}
cp ${condor_base }/${input_file} ${tmp_dir}
cp ${condor_base }/ staeckel_orbit.py ${tmp_dir}

# Begin local processing
cd ${tmp_dir}

python dietz_mini_pipeline_v1.py $input_file $file_name
$tmp_save_dir $start \
$stop

# Copy over tmp_dir results into AFS
cp -r ${tmp_save_dir }/ ${condor_base }/${main_dir }/
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# cleanup tmp_dir
cd -
rm -rf $tmp_dir

A.2.3.2 chen14.submit

universe = vanilla
executable = /afs/crc.nd.edu/user/s/sdietz/condor_stuff

/executable_chen14.sh
arguments = $(PROCESS)
getenv = True
error = /afs/crc.nd.edu/user/s/sdietz/condor_stuff

/chen14/err_files/run_$(PROCESS).error
should_transfer_files = yes
when_to_transfer_output = on_exit
request_memory = 4 GB
queue 7862

A.2.3.3 combine chen14.py

import math as m
import numpy as np
import os.path

main_dir="chen14"
main_name="chen14_unc"

#how many total files (num jobs ran)
last_file =7862

dir_lim=int(m.ceil(last_file /1000.))

#final file to write to
o=open("{}/{} _kin.csv".format(main_dir ,main_name),"a")

first_file=True

start=0
stop=0

for run_dir in range(0,dir_lim):
#each directory as 1000 sub -directories ...

start=stop
stop=start +1000

if(run_dir ==dir_lim -1):
stop=last_file

for run in range(start ,stop):
file_exists=True
file_empty=False
kin_dir="{}/ runs_ {}/{} _run_{}_kin".format(main_dir ,run_dir ,

main_name ,run)
kin_file="{}/{} _run_ {}_kin.csv".format(kin_dir ,main_name ,run)

if(first_file ==True):
for line in open(kin_file):

o.write(line)
first_file=False

#don’t want to copy the header for each subsequent file
else:

try:
f=open(kin_file)

except:
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file_exists=False
if(file_exists ==True):

try:
f.next() #skip header

except:
file_empty=True

if(file_empty == False):
for line in f:

o.write(line)
f.close()

else:
print "file empty: {}".format(kin_file)

else:
print "file doesn ’t exist: {}".format(kin_file)

o.close ()

A.2.4 “IOT” Designation

#initialize dicts
CEMP_s ={"I":0,"O":0,"T":0,"U":0}
CEMP_no ={"I":0,"O":0,"T":0,"U":0}

#CEMP criteria
cemp_s_case=np.where(a1[’SUBCLASS ’]==’CEMP -s’)[0]
cemp_no_case=np.where(a1[’SUBCLASS ’]==’CEMP -no’)[0]

#include relevant kinematic criteria
cemp_s_case=reduce(np.intersect1d ,(no_disk ,rv_crit ,orb_case ,

cemp_s_case))
cemp_no_case=reduce(np.intersect1d ,(no_disk ,rv_crit ,orb_case ,

cemp_no_case))

print ’{} CEMP -s’.format(len(cemp_s_case))
print ’{} CEMP -no\n’.format(len(cemp_no_case))

for row in range(0,len(a1)):
r_apo=a1[row][’R_APO ’]
E=a1[row][’ENERGY ’]/(10.**5.) #scale energy for convenience
if((row in cemp_s_case) or (row in cemp_no_case)):

if(( r_apo < 15) or (( r_apo > 15) & (E < -1.1))): #designation: I
if(row in cemp_s_case):

CEMP_s["I"]+=1
elif(row in cemp_no_case):

CEMP_no["I"]+=1
elif((r_apo > 15) & (E > -0.8)): #designation: O

if(row in cemp_s_case):
CEMP_s["O"]+=1

elif(row in cemp_no_case):
CEMP_no["O"]+=1

elif((r_apo > 15) & (E < -0.8) & (E > -1.1)): #designation: T
if(row in cemp_s_case):

CEMP_s["T"]+=1
elif(row in cemp_no_case):

CEMP_no["T"]+=1
else: #designation: U (undefined/unbound)

if(row in cemp_s_case):
CEMP_s["U"]+=1

elif(row in cemp_no_case):
CEMP_no["T"]+=1

else:
pass
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#calculate percentages , print results

I=CEMP_s[’I’]
tot=CEMP_s[’I’]+ CEMP_no[’I’]
I_perc =100.*I/float(tot)
I_perc_s=round(I_perc ,2)

O=CEMP_s[’O’]
tot=CEMP_s[’O’]+ CEMP_no[’O’]
O_perc =100.*O/float(tot)
O_perc_s=round(O_perc ,2)

T=CEMP_s[’T’]
tot=CEMP_s[’T’]+ CEMP_no[’T’]
T_perc =100.*T/float(tot)
T_perc_s=round(T_perc ,2)

print ’CEMP -s: I {} ({}%) , O {} ({}%) , T {} ({}%) ’.format(I,I_perc_s
,O,O_perc_s ,T,T_perc_s)

I=CEMP_no[’I’]
tot=CEMP_s[’I’]+ CEMP_no[’I’]
I_perc =100.*I/float(tot)
I_perc_no=round(I_perc ,2)

O=CEMP_no[’O’]
tot=CEMP_s[’O’]+ CEMP_no[’O’]
O_perc =100.*O/float(tot)
O_perc_no=round(O_perc ,2)

T=CEMP_no[’T’]
tot=CEMP_s[’T’]+ CEMP_no[’T’]
T_perc =100.*T/float(tot)
T_perc_no=round(T_perc ,2)

print ’CEMP -no: I {} ({}%) , O {} ({}%) , T {} ({}%) ’.format(I,
I_perc_no ,O,O_perc_no ,T,T_perc_no)
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